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Just as student interest ari·d concern in~ meeting Tuesday, students said
about the background of the three they needed more time to research
candidates-Interim
P ,r.esident , and rally behind a candidate. (See accompaning story on page 1).
Dr .. Marion Mann, administrative
Carlton P . Alexis; Dr. FVanllyn
Jenifer,
chance llor
o :r
the directo\ of the committee, said
Massachusetts Board of Rege1\ts; and Thursday the search committee chairDr. H. Patrick Swygert, ex1:cutive man Dr. James Tucker requested that
vice,-president,
of
Tempie the decison date be moved up from
University-appears to be hei1~11. ten  late Janua'.ry to next week because
ing, the final decision is a week Gtway. Howard officials have been requested
Students and faculty have lleen to testify on Capitol Hill in early
organizing and debating the mc·rits January on several university issues.
and demerits of all the candid'a tes
''There needs to be someone who
w!thin the last week. In an organiz- can speak With authority on these

By Alonza Robertson
Hilltop S'.J~ff Reporter
'

The Board of Trustees will put the
seve n- rn on th- sea re h - for- a- new-

president process to an end on Dec.

t

16 when they will decide which of the
·three finalists "{ill be the next leader
of Howard University .
The search Process, which had a
budget of $90,000 included a whirlwin~ of nominations, specul~tion, interviews, rumors, and anxiety over
the future plans of a new leader . ·

issues, " Mann said. Those issues include testimony on the next .year.Os
fiscal budget request, a bond issue
that would provide money for the
pending new dormitory building
J CCt and the newly-insta led
50~-percent tuitien increase for interna · nal students.
· ann said the trustees would like
for the new president to have been
chosen before thes~ hearin~S. thuS
lending credibility to the position of
the \,lniversity lobbying efforts.
Of the students who attended the
l;{USA Policy Board meeting Thurs-

fro-

ec.

day night, Swygert seems to be the
leading choice to succeed Dr. James
E . Cheek, who officially resigned
from the post on June 1. (A faculty
group traveled to Temple University
this week for a first-hand visit with
professors, staff and students at
~ wygert's school, see related story,
page I.)
1
However, the issue of movirig the
Dec. 16 date back to late January was
again brought up during the students'
discussions .
H USA President Daniel Goodwin
announced lhat he would be meeting

Interim
president
speaks

IN SEARCH OF A LEADER FOR THE MECCA

Senate readies to meet
with.search committee
1

'

I

'

By Lori D. Buckner
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

• Members of n ad hoc committee
of the University Senate met for
several hours IThursday night ' o
dec ide -now o present to the
Presidential Search Committee their
feelings on the lsearch process.
The meeting follows a fact-finding
mission by four delegates to Temple
Uni \'ersity, where presidential candidate H. P atrick Swygert serves. as
executive vice president.
I.>
The deli:gates, as part of a subcon
mittee const ructed to study Swygerit,
reported to members of the Senate
assembled in an eighth floor suite in
the Howard Inn .
I
·•ni.e meeting was closed and~infor mation was doled out catefully to
maintain confidentiality," said Dr .
Ron Walters, c airman of the Att
Hoc Committe on the Presidential
Search.
''Everything e, learned [at Ternpie] was extremely positive," said one
delegate.
The delegates met with ••3 larg'e
number of students and faculty'' at

with the faculty constituency on Friday, and the leaders of all the univerSity groups (faculty, support staff,
students and alumni) would hold a
joint meeting Saturday to discuss
their individual recommendations for
the presidency.
''The next stu\ient meeting will be
held Tuesday at 6 p.m, in the
Blackbum Reading Lounge," Goodwin said. ''This is the last meeting
where the student agenda will be
discussed before a pr'tsentation is
made to the Board of Trustees on
Dec. 15."

'

Alexis discusses protest,
outlines unive.rsity goals

'
Tempie,
located in Philadelphia, Pa .
HofoVard Un iversitY's community I
has expressed conce rn about the
search committee's unexpectedly hur. ried procedures.
A statement issued by Dr . Marion
Mann, administrator to the search
co mmitt ee , said a university
spokesman is needed to 1estify in
January before the U .S. Congress
and other federal agencies on
budgetary issues and on the recent ly
passed 50 percent increase for foreign
students.
-:Search committee Director Dr.
James Tucker co ntend s that
Howard will be more credible if a
permanent president has been named.
In two phone interviews Thursday
night, r:tr. Taft Broorne e~pressed
c_oncem about the timing of the select1on procedures.
_
''A · statement ma1de in mid!,anuary would be best,'~ he said. 1
· We feel pressured to make a statenent ~cc . 16. We haven 'l heard
:ompelltn~ re~on to make a statenent [earlterJ .
Broome said he sent a fax to John
see Faculty, page 14
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By Paula White
Hilltop Slaff Reporter
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One of these
men will be
Howard '\Jniver1ity'1 nest Pfftident: (hom left)

Carlton
P.
AI.xis, Franklyn
G, Jenifer,
H,

°'

Patrick Swygert,

'

By~

JoAn Rochez
Hilltop Staff Reporter

day, " said Sunni Acoli-Squi re , a
seni or electrical engineering maj or.
''1\lso, the candidates were only
Approximately 40 · student s given 50 minutes to be interviewed .
gathered on Tuesday to discuss the The process was ridiculously brief,"
student body 's choice for the next she added .
.president of Howard University, cdnDuring the meeting, students
eluding that more time was needed tp decided to petition board members,
make- this crucial decision .
hoping to persuade them to use the
The date originally picked by the original selection date to provide
.Board of Trustees for selection of the more time before the president is
new president was Jan . 27, 1990.
chosen.
. However, the date was later changOther complaints that aroserduring
e.d to Dec. 16 an~ ~any of the the meeting included the short notice
s~udents feel that this is ni:it en~ugh , of the interview times and locations
t1m~ .for them to make an intelligent · and the scheduli11h of the interviews
dec1s1?n ~s to who they want for the immediately before and after the
ne~,t president.
. .
.
Thanksgiving break.
Th17 dates were definitely in_But the main complaint concernconven1ent for students because they
were smack in the middle of the see Students, page 16 ~

'
'

photo by Merri111.aa KJaa

Carlton P . Alexis attempted to
jy,stify his position on the recent student protest during the last interview
session for the Howard University
presidential candidates.
Addressing a small group of approximately 60 students Monday in
the Armour J . Blackburn Center
Ballroom, Alexis was repeatedly
questioned about his role during the
student protest in March .
Alexis said he would have handled the situation differently and
.denied having any.active role in 'the decision made to request police
tion during the takeover of the adniinistration building.
''The president made a decision
and my role was a passive one,''
Alexis said. ''In retrospect, it was
wrong and I would have had an entirely different ·a pproach . ''
Alexis said he would have had a
greater impact in terms of seeking
n~gotiations with student leaders .
He added that he also would have
had an earlier discussion with Lee Atwater, chairman for the Republican
National Committee, about leaving
the university.
Atwater's nomination to Howard's
Board of Trustees was one of the
m&n concerns of protesting students.
William Simms, president of the
Political Science Society, was one of
the student leaders who met with the
administration last year ..
''He contradicted everything that
actually happened,'' Simms said. ''I
met with him during the protest and
he never disagreed [with the administration's position].''
Danielle Burton, another student
in attendance at the interview session,
also questioned Alexis' explanation .
''l really don't think he was telling
the truth because he was too close to
the president to -say .that he had no
part in what was going on,'' Bunon
said.
Alexis, 60, has been serving as
Howard's interim president since the
' resignation of James Cheek in
March. He said he is committed to
the Howard community and promis-

ac-
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Students request extension
in selection of next leader

'

,

see Meeting, page 15
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Proposal for selection delay is unfounded
By Darrin P. Gayles
Spt"Cial to the Hilltop

\

'

Trustees: Dr . Carlton P . Alexis, interim president; Dr. Franklyn G .
•
Jenifer,
chancellor
of
the
We are embarking upOn a very im- Massachusetts Board of Regents of
portant time in the life of Howard Higher Education; and H . Patrick
University :; Soon, the Howard Swygert, J. D ., executive vice presiUniversity Board of Trustees will dent of Temple University.
convene to decide who will lead w ~nMany people within the Howa.rd
to the 21st century.
community have valid claims that
At that ti!11e t~e PresidenGial · they do not have enough information
Search Committee will formally pre- - to judge which is the better of the
' sent three candidates to the Board of candidates.

However, many people have also
relied on half-truths to substantiate
and legitimize their clai1ms for an ex- .
tension of the search pr·ocess and to
attack those involved .
The Search Committ~~e has come
under unfair criticism. For example,
the Dec. 1 Hilltop st;:1ted: ''The
Presidential Search Con1mittee has
never shown much enthusi!asm for inviting the involvement of the full student body.'' On the cor1\trary, the

'

process began with an effort to be as
inclusive as possible.
·
The Howard Board of Trustees
began by placing a student on the
Search Committee.
Secondly, each constituent group
was invited to make a presentation at
the first meeting of the Search Committee in order to establish a list of
criteria· for the next president.

'

f

Candidate biographies

'

Back on track ·
'

Biographical sketches pro~ided on the 't?ree
finalists for Howard president
See page 2

Howard's men's tx'zsketball team claims its first
victory this seaso11
'
·
See page 12

-

This is the final issue of The Hilltop for the
Fall 1989 semester. Publication will resume
January 19. '
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Biographical sketches

·-

P. Alellit

: Interim P1:e1.ident, Ho•acd Uni•trtity

POSfTLON

a11ttHPLACE MD DATE : Port of Spain, Trinidld, west lndle1; June 29, 1929

: Nev York UnlY1r1lty, 1951, 8.A.

&DUCAT ION

I

,Koward Uni..-e.ralty, 1957, H.D.
Rel!lidency (internal fte'dl cl ne)
Tripler AO.y llo1pil1l, 1951-1959
Residenc y (InteiMl Medi ci ne)
llr on1 vete.rions Adllllni1tration Hospital, ~961 - ~96J
tell o.,,,hip ln Endocrinoloqy , Geor9etovn Un1vecs~ty
Hospital, 1963-1964

l.. ·.
•

EXPt.RJ'l':NCE

•••

:
;
·
;
:
:

1969 - 1910
196S- 1968
1964 - 1965

I

AFFILIATIONS

Carlton ~· Alexis
By Shella Mowell
Hilltop Staff RcPortcr

Bo,. rd o r Directors / : u.c . General Hospital Gover ning C~istlon
Trust•es
flln<!tican flsSociation for fl c ,.demi c lle•lth Cent"r"
Dislrict o f Co l u..tila Hospital Ass ociation
Repretentative o f the D .~. Medi ca l C01111Nnlty ,
Depart..ent o f 111.llMn Resources
1~
Health Sciences Contorti1111i o f D.C.
~nion Nati onal llant o f D. C.
Howard l University
I Wathington Urban LeaCJUe , Inc.
Siqht Savers International
•
· Ameri c an Col leqe o r Phy,. ici ant - Fellow
.l..~ri~ an Med ical Asscciation
Anierlc•n Society or Internal Hedl ci. ne
At, ociation for Acadear.i c llealth Center•
n.c. Federation o f Clinlc•l Reaear ch
Herlico-Chlrurqi c al Society
.
11edical Society of the District o f Colunti1a
"a! Iona! Hedl c•l Assocl;,tion
l\meri c an Aaa ociation foe lliqher Education

During his tenure as interim
president, Carlton P . Alexis has
tried to emerge from under the
shadow of his longtime friend and
colleague former president James

E. Cheek.
The 59-year-old Trinidadian
was virtually invisible to the student body last year in his position
as executive vice president. He has
attempted to draw strength from
last year's protest by making efforts to become recognized as a
compassionate president concerned about students' interests and
the mission of Howard University.
His first step was to focus on
one of the student body's major
concerns: financial aid. Upon their
return this semester, students were

r

•

llocteur Nono ri1 Causa,. Unlveraity of llaitl, 1972
Uoctor of Science, G•orgetown Uni•er1lty
S•:hoo l of Ho!dl c lne , 1990
Alpha cne1111 Alpha llonor Holld ical Society, 1957

UCOGlllTIOflS

I

•

CF.RT l r I l'; ATION

American Boa rd o f internal Medi cine, 1964

11 11.ITARY SERVICt

2Sth Medi c al nattallon, 25th l11f1ntry Di•l11i o11 ,
1956-1961 tuis c har911!d •Ith rant of Captain!

POSITION

Cl •a••~" l loo-,

EDUCATION

liow•rd University, 1962, B.S.
I low.11 d Univcr~ i ly . 1965, M.S.
University o( Maryl.1nd, 1970, Pl1.!J.

EXl'ElllCNCI:
1966-

1977-197?:
l9 7li-l977:

•

Rutce•~ Un~
· 11•~•tr

Professor or Uiolo y, l. ivi"f:ston Col leJ:r, llutgers Un iversi ty
Plan t Virulogis t • . S. I )c1),1r !rt>e11t o f A~ri culture, Beltsville, /\.\ary land

1

PUflLIC ATIONS
Studie s or• t!•e N;itU{al ltel.~1 ioo 1shir-,, of C y:tuot)l13r,es .i n<I Tl ieir 1-losts 1'1nd the N:i.ture
o f llesis t,. n<:e. Wat er' l{esour l:es Rese;ircl1 l11st it•1tr, 1971.
"I ~ ,,. I •·<I lt r<••I Is Alf rct ( ·,,11r1:e i.tk1•is<ioo1< \j f t.1 11,.,. i1 i••s · , l tic Uses a1.U t.li~<•SCS
of lests. C. Vaves , e•L C..lo'lsc:y-E4ss. 198~1. 91 -lOS.
"Tl.ey t'.il n li•illkl " The Art of the Possible: Developing Tt1i11ki•'R i111l.e Sc/100ls, Mont c la.ir
Educatioo• Rev!:e w, S1~ i"ll 1985, 61-6].
"E l<ce lle11C<! and tl>e Comr111J11we<1 Ith: Pul:il ic Po lle y 3rn1 I lig l>er Ed<oc.i t ion,' presenled
aod µVblisl!NI L>:Y the Al<len Sen1lnars, S1>ring 1967.
"Socl<1I arid Poli1ic<tl Clima1c·s for Blacks on f' •·•·..t:n11io1.11 1tly Wh ite C;in • .uses, " Jll"f>SC?flted
<1rn:l 1>Ublished .lS part o f tl1e proceedi ngs 11f 1l1e Concression11I Ol;1ck Caucus
in Wash. , DC, r'all 1911/.
"
A !so, ari.,..o'<i•>.a !<'ly" 4 ar 1 i Lle~. 111011 o f tlw 111 ck·a rf, 'I\ wit 11 st utfies <H1 t1.e i11tel" ;ict ions
of /'-d1loroo1>C<"curibe11r•1a1e wit/1 tOl'nip yellow 11IOS3ic virus.
PROFESSIONAL AFFll.IAT ICNS
Edic.:i1i<H1 Ct><1>111ission' of the States tECSJ Tasl< Force for Mi rlOl'i ty Ad1ievc•1>C<•!
in I liJ ;•••'f' E•luca!ion
Ar11Cr1Lan As·.oci.1 tioa Q.f State Co llcues " "d U11 iver si t y (AASCU) Co111mittee 001
Edu<.:.atJ,,.1a1 E4'"ity
.
I
C on1n1ission "" \;•,,noen in I figllef' Educ:i1ion, .-\nl('f'lc1'1n Ca<mcit
P~dicatlon (ACEl
Exe,.;ut ive C"''""it l~ , Slate l·li81ier Educa tion Execut ive Off ic ers CSJ~EOl
Massachusett s r::k·.•r<fof Edu..:;ition; t.l as sacl1use11s Job s Cour,.:::11

°''

AltD A/'V c;o /,\MI I TEE /\l'l~o lNl MEN'tS <Selected)
Sl1aw1r1ut (laul., N.A.
Ur•1ted w,.y o f Mass•chuse11s l.J"Y
Bay State Skil ls Corpora!loo1
Boston c.11l101ic TeleVision c~1 tcr
1i-1~ss,.\hu~1 ts T!!'Cluoolor,y 1'.~rk Corpor ;it ioo1
Mas~ cl1use1 ts C orpor:<l!ion f ,,.. Educa t ion;i I Te let":oi1><11u11lc;1 t Ions

,_

•

pionship title.
Under hi s leader ship, the
university took the revocation
even further by issuing letters to all
10 of its 1987 opponents, officially forfeiting all of the games that
season.
The title was taken because the
football team had used at least

good juggler of books and has
shown his abil it y to deal with
issues, students also want a presi-

handling the Middle Eastern
A1hletic Conference's revocation

of Howard's 1987 football cham·

Regentf~'

budgetary problems

Hilltop Staff RePorler

.

' ,1970-1979:
1962 · 1970:

,

the student body .
He began by meeting one-on. one v.1ith student leaders, Lending
his eiir to their concerns for the
upcc,ming year. He has also been
seer1 at more student-populated
run •;tions.
1~. 1957 graduate of Howard's
mf:<dical school, Alexis has remained. with the university since 1964
ir. positions ranging from instruct1:1r in the department of medicine
trJ his current position .
Yet, despite his credentials <lnd
<:\ttempts to show affection to the
'Howard community, some still
distrust hi s motives.
First or all, he is criticized
because, while he works well in
medical and administrative
management, he appears to be uncomfortable mingling in crowds.
And, ahh ough he is seen as a

He was also instrumental in the
hiring of Peat Marwick Consulting Firm to assist the Financial
Aid Office· in processing Pell
Grants, scholarships and loans to
make sure students are prepared
· financially to enter the spring
semester.
In addition, Alexis made a bold
move to clean out the university 's
athletic closet by very austerely

-r

dent who can just as easily relate·
to students on a social level.
Cheek was similarly criticized
during the second half of his
20-year presidency.
Socializing is not the only area
where Alexis has difficulty in
shaking off the negative associations with Cheek. He is also
criticized bY the student body for
not being very vocal during the
protest last March. Some student
leaders complain.. that he never
made hi s position clear to
students-or even to the general
media during the .controversy.
His actions surrounding the
controversial resignation of Dr.
Robert Malson, former special
assistant to the president, in
November 1988 have left questions about how far he will go to
stifle the voice of students.
According to repons, Alexis
made threats to a reponer during
a telephone interview, and even
went as far to tape the conversation without the report er's
knowledge or consent .
Alexis' most recent actions to
impr'ove the university and relations with students &ave impressed some, but the students' desire
to avoid situations even faintly
resembling the Cheek era may prevent him from obtaining the
presidency of Howard Universitri.
While the consensus is that he U
be effective in repairing the broken
down trust in Howard 1 s administration, students still feel a
need for a change.

By Lori Buckner

t.1a ssachuset ts Ooiir tJ of fl ccents o f liip,llel' Educa lion

Cttir.CeJ lnr, Ma ss.1cln 1~•· t ! ~ ~rd o f ller."n Is o f I lir,l>N E~.c"t ioi•,
Uos1"' 1, t.l. 1 s·~1<:l 111<•'l t s
Vi <l:' e Cl>a1>Cellor
New )ris.~ y l)C,)Jllt••rnt o f I lli;her Edir:atlon,
.
1 r e11tor1, No-- w .J<-.1 sey:
Assot:iatr I '1 •,,,.,st , ll l•t P,rrs Ur1iver si I y, New.1r~, N<!w Jc• <<'Y:
lJCl•ar 1111<'11 l Lli.1i1 1ier ~•111, l !iolo1; y !Jci>-1r1 n icnt, l ivi••!JS t 0t1 Col lc1:e.

1979· 19111'.t:

•

. News Analysis

three ineligibl•e players that season.
Conferenc.t! officials thought
very highly of the move, saying
that it boosted the uni~ersity's integrity. And the Howard community, thc,ugh injured by the loss
of the title, was able to see the interim pre~. ident's no-nonsense attitude toward the rank:ing of
academic:s and integrity - over
athletic f~lory .
Alexis also made it. a point to
adhere Io students' demands that
• the nex.t. president be more visible
and involved in the functions of

UIOCllAl'1 llCAL 51-.t.: 1Cl I Uf~ F llANKLYN G. JENIFER, Ph.D.

Ir

'

interest percentage, provided
many students with the only
means of Seeing this year's fall
semester.

Jenifer weathers

,

'

The loans, packaged with a low

'

txe cutivr. Vice Preeidl!nt , How.,,rd Unl..-er1ity .
.
vice President for llealth fl( fairs, 110.. ard Un1vf!1 s•ty
Prt'fessor o~ Medi c ine, Howard University
Associ11te Prio fessor of Medicine, Ko11ard Un~V<'!t!l~t Y
""'istant Professor of Medi cine, llo11atd Un1ve~s1ty.
Instructor , IDep•rtMnt o( Medicine, llo,.ard University

I

04'.G/\NISATIONAL

llONORS /\ND

suprised to find that Alexis had
ordered the allocation of university funds to a student loan program designed to temporarily
replace Guaranteed.Student Loans
that were not yet processed.

· 1nteri111 President, Hovard University

Pre1er1t
1911 - 1989
1969-1981
' 1910 - Present

•

· Alexis hopes to make temporary position permanent

Biographlctl Sketch

: 1car lton

.

'

•

'

'

According to The Boston
Globe, presidential ca ndidate
Franklyn G. Jenifer , chancellor of
the Massachusetts Board of •
Regents, has said he is unsure
whether he would take the position at Howard if it is offered to
him because he doesn't want to
leave
•'unfinished
business . . . I'm all about
building quality," Jenifer said.
Still, the faculty and staff have
asked such questions as ''Will he
stick around?'' The Globe said.
Recently, state budget cutbacks
have forced Democratic governor
Michael Dukakis to call for
millions of dollars worth of <Cutbacks from higher education. The
Globe reported that the state asked Jenifer to give back 700 positions and $35 million .
''We didn't give back 700 positions and we got the S 35 million
reduced to S25 milli on,'' said
Jenifer, who has been chancellor
since 1986.
Proud of his accompli.s hment, 1
Jenifer sa,id, ''Who do they think
got it (the reduction)? God??''
However·, in light of the .
system's fiscal problems, the
Globe reported that '' despite e
(Jenifer's) best efforts, the roof is

Dr. Franklyn Jenifer
cavi ng in."
In an interview witJ·J The
Hilltop, editorial assistant Chuck
Chow·said that GIObe editors feel

News Analysis

-------·----

that Jenifer is not at fa1Jit concerning the cutbacks. ''"f"he schoo l
system is being considc:red the victim with the blame b.r:ing put on '
the state house an1i Dukakis'
cohorts,'' he said.
Jenifer was praise1j for his efforts in designing a financial aid
program to ensure that no
academically qualified student
who is ooor be den·1ed admission

to a state campus. The plan 'Jed to
a sharp increase in the education
budget.
· According to an Oct. 25, 1989
article in the Ch ronicle of Higher
'Education, scholarship spending
in Massachusetts has increased
from about $19 million to about

BIOGRAPHICAL Sl':ETCll OF 11 . PATRICR: SWYGE:RT, J.D .

'l>Os I Tiotf

:

BIRTHDATE/PLAC~:

EDU CATI OH

;

Executive• Vice Preside nt, 1'einple University
Harcl1 17, 1941 ; Pl1iladelphia, Pen11sylvanla
llowa1·d u .• 19 65 . U . /\ .; 1968, J .O. (C"IHH T.a11 clcJ

EXPERIEtlCE:
1980 -88:
I•'r ofessor o [ I.aw to VP / U11 iv. l\dm11 . lo Specia l Couns <! l
1 to Pres •• Te111ple lll1iv e 1·sity
1980-85:
(SwrvnerSJ Visiti11g Pro f., 'l'e l /\viv Univ. ' l'aculty of La w
1974-79: Special Cou11 se l, US Me ri t S y stl!111S Pt·oteclion noard ; to
General Counsel, US Civi l Se rvi ce COfl'fllis~ion; to Asst. Pro f . of
Law/ Acting Dean /Pii·o f . of Law, Temple U11iv.; to Coordi11at o 1· ,
Pl1ila<lei1)t1la s ~:c 1f [ icc; to Vi !>ILi 11<1 l' 111 tcs so1, 1Jr1 i v. <)f r.1 1.:11 1.1
Law Facul t y (West At1·i c al
1964 - 71: Special Ass t. D.A. !Pliila . , l'A ) ; to A<l111i11i.sLr at iv c
Assistant to US ll1?1P - Cl1a1· l cs Rar19e l ; Lo /,a w Cle1. k, Clticf J11dg u
Wi llia1m lla st ia. US Co urt of Aµpeal s - 'l' l1 i 1·d c i1 ;:1i iL (I'll.)

PUV~ICATIONS

(SelJctedl:
/ 1 . '"l'l1e C•Jll~titutilur1 .111<1 Con•uiL1nc11 L t.11 lllack A<: .:u>: >< l<l ll i\1l1c1
Education". !!_ow<ird Law Jour11al Vol . 30 pp. 61 ·1- 2 ·1 (1':111 '/).
2. ''Kir1g, L ti e l11te'llectual - Activist fur ,Justice", 0Ccasio11<1l
Paper No. l i 1967 ,I 'l'ernplc Depart . of Af1· i ca11-J\mcr i ca 11 St udies .
l. "The ·re111µJc Pla11", Affir1n.:ative Ac tio1i Pl'O<,ll'i!lltl, 'l'C(\l(Jl<!
•
University tlospi ta l Co11structior1 ' Pr o jcct, 9/ 26/ 68 .
PIK>PESSIONAL AFf'IIlI.ATJONS:
A~l(!rican Dar As.sociatiu11; Na ti o11al Bar /\ssoc1.illon; Nati o 11,1I

C1111ference of Blac k l.awycrs; Barristers Association o f l'l1i J.1.;
A:: sociatio11 o [ AJncri..:a11 Law Scl1ools; Cou11cil f o r Al.lvu11cc1ric11L i1111.l
S11pport of Education (CASEI; D . C. Dar ; Conwno11weii lt1 of Pe1111.
B,1r; State of NY Bar
Ml::MBEJlSHIPS/90.ARDS MD CQMlllITTU APPOIWI'MEMTS I Selected),
s.t::. Penn$ylvdnia 1.'ra11sportation , Authority 198 7- Presc11L
WllYY TY, ,JPu!Jlic TVJ arid 91 FM 1987-Prese11t
U11ited - Peoplcs Bank I in formtion) 1989 - Present
City (Pl1ila. J Cha11ter Review Advisory Coimiittee 198 6 - P1·c se11t
IJ;111kln9 a 11d Co rpo i"ratc sect1011, ABA 1969 -P rese11t
S•1pre111e Court of PA Criminal Procedures a11d l~ule s conn . !98 5-a9
tlo ·w C~u 1 1iLy Dev~ lop!llC11L Cu rporatlo11 , llUD, 1980 - 82
P••l•llc Interest l..aJJ Center of PA 1971 -7 7
l1Mlividual Right s a11d Rel!lp011slbilitlew section , ASA, 1969 - 70
H \11<•rity Af·fai1·s Section, Atiio oc. of Affle1· . Law SCl1 . , 1974 -'/7
U1 l1-•n r.oa911c of Pt1'iladelpl1ia
J•, wisl1 COllllll. Rel. Council's ~ ivic Lea.der11hip Misi;rion to Israel
Oc1y scouts of Amerlca, Advisory Board Me1nbcr, Explorers
l~xocutive ()oard of Phlladi.ilpl1ia CU111111unity Cou11ci l
llOtt•>RS I Selected) :
l ,A6- ll1s t l1igu isl1cd Poslgra<l11a
/\l:lll evcmunt: , I Low a rd 1111 l VCJr s I 1 y
l!>i!6-C0111n . Svti. Awa1·d, Nal '} AtiSOC. U11iv . WQIOO!l fPl1ili1 . Cl1a 1>t. . I
l,HG - ~:nvi1·01 1Mental 1•1·ute<: l. Jo11 /\•J<)J1cy Awi11·cl, 1•111 la . 11cyl•J11
l !.!lo'J·OUtllllillH.11119 Alu1w111s Aw<.1t1I JIU /\lum . C lulJ /P l1iia .
1 !1'/11 CoauiJisiu11crl!l/ l/1l<Jl1•i:.L J A~a11l, US Clvi I :ic 1vi cc cuinrni.s>lio 11
t, ·1•, - ·1·CW11•le U11ive1 sJt: y 1N1 w Sl•11lc:11ls' /\w1111.l
l!l 1. •l ·tk>teio Editor, il~!!r~• ..!~ ~oUl•!f!!

't.c

••••••• c1uut11r Ld.. How·-•·Paa11•1scllml S1acla C1••lll11

$80 million in the past five years.
In t he article, state Rep.
Nicholas A . Paleologos, cochairman of the House education
committee, referred to the increase
in state spending on college
S!:holarships as the ''tourniquet

that stopped the blreding."

Swygert's record g1ets mixed reviews at Temple
'

By Zackery P. Burgess
Hilltop Staff Reporter

As Howard University students

prepared to deliver their opinions on
the candidates for the presidency,
students at Temple University in
Philadelphia talked about the mixed
emotions. they have with their ex.
ecutive vice-president and H.oward
presidential candidate Dr. H. Patrick
Swygert.

Swygert has been regarded by

•
•
faculty at the un1vers1ty
as •• a consummate politician, aniculate, and a
strong protagonist for student activities '' said Dr. Kenneth R. Cundy, a Professor of microbiology and
president of the Faculty Senate.
Tony Thurmond-Krajewski, president of the Temple Student Government, said Swygert is ''professional.''
During his tenure there, Swygen
played a major role in initiating a
Ph.D program in Afro-American
Studies at Temple, the first such program at any university in the country· it also remains as the only such
pr~gram nationwide.
•

He also hch>ed start a ,Program,
FutUR Facuhy"Fellows, which iJ aim·
ed at taraetin&, recruiting ~d r~ain

ing black students with potential to
go on and become future professors
at Temple. ·

Swygert lobbied for and obtained

some 37 percent minority set-asides
when the contract bids went out dur-

schoof), Swygert has worked as an
administrative assistant to U.S. Rep .
Charles Rangel, a law professor at
Temple, as well as holding various
administrative positions at the
university.
A Philadelp'hia native, Swygert
$eems to have •demonstrated a track
record of tr1ring to help black
students, so m1~ch· so that some white
students at ·remple feel a little
uncomfortable.
''Some pet)ple feel very uneasy
around him, but· they don't know
why ,'' said L·ynn McCafferty, editorin-chief of the Temple News, in a
phone interview.

'

•

1

New:s Analysis

Dr. H. Patrick Swygert
Swygert said that because the
university did not honor other
holidays such as Columbus Day, Lincoln's Birthday or others like it, he

'

dicln"t think they needed to honor Dr.
''Sometimes l get the impression
that he's racist against white people

and that h.c favors blacks,"she said.
She said, despite her feelings and
those of c'ther students on Temple's
campus, ''a lot of people are very
ha~py

King' s holiday either.
Described by students as an extremely intelligent man and a person
who knows what he is doing, he said
to the Temple News Thursday in a
phone interview that if he was given

The last studept
meeting will be
Tuesday at 6
p.m. in the
Blackburn
Reading Lounge.
HUSA invites all
students
to
attend.

with what hc"s done at the ·the job at Howard, "I would go. The

un1versi1ry-especially university
Presiden.t Peter J. Liacouras.
''A 11Jt of students like him;••

McCaff<rty said, "but there arc times
that sti.idents feel like he's trying to
overco·mpensate for the minority
studen·ts. ''
·
A y•ear ago, Liacouras refused to

cancel classes during the Dr. Martin
ing the building of Temple Univcrsi· Luther King Holiday. When the stuty H<>Spital.
'
•
dent 'body urged Swygert to get in·
A Howard graduate (196S volvcd, he backed the president •

- underRI"aduate studies and 1968 law causing a clamor among students.

opportunity to serve and return to my
alma mater would compel me to go.''
One student, who did not want to
be identified, calleP Swygen ''a
manipulator Of words.
If Howard wants a good politician,
he's the man. I can honestly say he's
no pushover and Temple seems to be
very pleilsed with the job he's done.
I'm sure he will get the job done.' '
He's probably gone as far as he car
go here at Temple anyway,'' the stu
dent said.
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U of M starts first ethnic
public policy program

.Dozing man arrested,
fined by MLK library ~~

•

By Liza Bray

•

Hill1 op~ Staff

Reporter ·

Who could have guessed we would
live to see the day when AfricanAmerican men are dragged out of the

Martin Luther King Jr . Library by
members of their own race. and arrested for nodding-off while ~eading1
Jerome Morgan, of Riverdale Rd .
in Lanham, Md., has asked himself
this question over and· over again
since he was victimized for alleged
misconduct at the library.
''I am suprised that something like
this could happen in• Amecica, our

nation's capital, or Martin Luther
King library," Morgan said. ''This is
not what Dr. King 'had in jmind.''

'•

By Tisha Derrlcolle
Hilltop Staff Reporter,

madness while they dragged me
across the floor when I got to heavy
for them to carry.''
Morgan said that when they dragged him behind the rear hallway doors
and out of sight, one officer kicked
him in the stomach because he would
not walk on his own.
''The treatment was like that of
South Africa," he said.
When he arrived at the library's
security office, he was hand-cuffed,
charged with disorderly conduct, barred indefinitely from the library and
was told to wait for the arrival of the
Metropolitan police to transport him
to the lockup station.

In an effort to increase the number
of minority students pursuing studies
and Careers in public policy, the
University of Maryland, College
Park, has combined ethnic studiew
with public policy, culminating in a
joint bachelor;s-master's degree
program.
It is the first institution to attempt
such a combination.
The Afro-American Studies Program and the School of Public Affairs at the University of Maryland
have received a grant from The Ford
Foundation to develop and implement the, new plan.
''Afro-American studies programs
have failed to address how we resolve
the social issues plaguing the black
communities," said Dr. Samuel
Meyers Jr., director of Maryland's
Afro-Americans Studies Program.
''The Afro-American Studies Program at Maryland primarily focuses
on the history and culture. What we
want, specifically, are the antecedents
to the problems,'' Meyers said.

It was a chilly day in early

November Wheq,Morgan headed for

''I am surprised that
something like this
could happen
America, our nation's capital, or Nlart in Luther King
Library. This is not
what Dr. King had in
mind.''

•

· ''Public policy is designed to train
people to take the knowledge and use
it to try to solve some of these problems.''

''This is a program
that will offer
Howard University a
major challenge.
''
I
-Joseph McCormick
Meyers saidrthat the university has
iransformed the curriculum to meet
the needs of existing employment for
students in state and local governments . ''The number of minorites in
state and local governments arefew, '' Meyers said. ''We want to:
train people who will be the decision\
makers.'
r
,
See Policy, page 7 ;

1he library to finish reading a book
he had recently bought.
While reading, he fell a!i!eep and
•
was awakened soon after by the firm
In
hand of a security guard who asked
him to leave the library, MOrgan said.
''I told the officer that I was fully
awake and thanked him f"Or waking
me,'' said Morgan in a Jetter he senl
to The Hilltop .
.
' 'The officer left and wi1hin
photo b)· Paul Woodruff
minutes returned to say that I had to
leave the library. Again, I told the ofThose who frequently use th~ Ma rtin L~ther King Library .are wamecl to Jt
ficer that I was fully awake and ask ed him if I had done something
stoy awa ke or lace poss;ble ;ndelin;te bjin;shment from the lacUlty.
it
wrong .~ '
·
Brenda Johnson, assistant director :
Mo~gan said that the officer,
•ct' h .
t•I of Security Supervision, said the
without asking any questions, told ,
1
son
sa1
t
at
It
was
not
un
1
library maintains the policy bec~use ...._
him that if he did not willirlgly leave
- Jerome Morgan
the Morgan offensive that the of· . occurrences such as the one involv- :_:
the ii"brary, he would be forcibly
ficers attempted to carry him away . ing Morgan happen frequently.
"'"
removed.
j
According to the official state· · ·According to Johnson, an man Jt
Morgan refused to leave. ''If I
''I did not deserve this because I
were a university student studying for _c:!id not break the law,'' Morgan said . ment, Morgan was barred per· was arrrested last week for harrasslitan exam, these African American of''Even though I had no prior police manently from the library because he ing library patrons.
was found sleeping and when asked
Johnson said that the library Jt
ficers would not have tre3ted me so
record in my life, I had to pay a $25
to 1eave, became 1oud anct 1aict on the security officers have to be strict
badly," he said.
fine to get out of jail and the book
floor. His refusal to comply dis · rb- because only 21 officers are on staff
According to Morgan, three other
I had brought to the library v.is never
2
officers approached him. ' 'I told
retorned to me .
,1
ed
ring
facilities
them that I did not think falling .
''I wonder, did Martin Luther
statement.
The number of people . from Jt
asleep was a crime and that I should
King have this in mind? ''
The library's Barring and
rest shelters who frequ.ent the library to ....
not be made to leave the building ."
Officer G. Gibson was the arThe officers then graQbed him
resting officer in the Morgan case. H e Policy states that sleeping is a nor either keep warm or to sleep adds ..offense. One may take an occasional another dimension to the problem, litfrom his seat, each holding an arm
said that Morgan was not arrested for
..or a leg, and carried him out. Morgan
sleeping in the library, but for refus- doze or nap, but sleep;ng is absolute· she said.
''A lot of the people have mental Jt
asked for the supervis or and
ing to leave the facility when asked ly not permitted .
problems and they act up. We've Jt
repeatedly told the officers that he
to, thus disturbing patrons and
.}
•
l f someone is found slewing, even had incidents when drug use Jt
had done nothing wrong.
employees.
he/she may be asked to leave. ~ If the took place right in the restrooms," Jt' ' I only fell asleep," Morgan said.
''He stood up and refused to
behavior persists, the individual will
''As they carried me from the library
leave," Gibson said. ''He got very
abide• by the rutes::{ - .
room and onto the nialil 'f loor J ooutd ' loud, saying that he had done nothing be removed and barred ·frdrrl~ the
see people stopping to see· the
Wrong and proceeded to lay on the library indefinitely.
then there will be no proble~·"'
~ * * ** * * * * * ** * * * ** * ****~ * *****

... : ******************************
!
REPORTERS INTERESTE.D IN . . :
·
WRITING FOR THE LOCAL PAGE: !
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continued from page 2
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education, but
thinks it might not pass.
Massachusetts is facing volatile opposition to any type of tax increases.
Most colleges have increased tuition and fees, some almost as much
as 15 percent over the past two years.
This money was intended to improve college programs; however, it
is being used to prevent furttrer layoffs in the system (which number
more than 120 to date). There are 600
positions left unfilled . ~
Part of the problem stem from increased schblarship spendi g, which
has gone from $19 million to approximately $80 million in the past five
years.
Franklyn G. Jenifer, the state's
chancellor of higher education and
one of three candidates for the
Presidency of Howard University,
said that the situation is ~ust a ''down

n1ve -1ty

I
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1990, at 6 p.m. at the Hilltop office. Call
Jt
Sherri Milner, local ed1' t or, 636-6866 1
'f ,..
you have questions.

Start early collecting good clips!

Chronicle

The

Mark your calendars!!

f
'.t'

* The first staff meeting for next !~
..** semester is Tuesday, January 16 , t"'"

*

I

•

~

..-

:

practice has been normal 10 tne past. ~
phase. ··
A front page Boston Herald arti-:
.He believes that the best solution
is to reduce programs that are not cle ponrayed Massachusetts public· essential, and that the only way to colleges as institutions that hired:
:
proVide more money is through rais- relatives and friends first.
The article also listed the names.:
ed taxes.
Accompanying the financial pro- salaries and connections of several·
blems, scandals have acted as a employees at six colle~es.
Although the institutions called the
negative force in the eduCation battle.
Five college presidents have been press unfair, they did not deny that
pressured to resign, four for misuse some cases were verified.
Other than the increased sales tax,
of college funds and one for charges
there have been no solid proposals to
of sexual impropriety.
Soon after the fifth president end the financial crisis.
The state has instituted new and·
resigned, it was discovered that the
Board of Trustees had agreed to pay more stringent processes for choosa former student $10,000 to settle the ing board members and college
claim that he had been sexually presidents, including background
State Police investigations on finaJ.
assaulted by the president.
. :·
This presid,e nt was later acquitted presidential candidates.
. ''In a way we s11ffer from · the
of the charge.
A sixth president, of the Maritime 'Humpty Dumpty' syndrome," said'.
Aca'd einy, also faces pressure to Richard Hogarty, a political science'.
resign after allowing family members professor from the University o(
and other guests to travel on a Massachusetts at Boston.
''I don't think ·rsongas and the
military training ship.
The former president said that the regents can put these things together
guests paid their way and that this again.''
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Special Final Exam Hours
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OPEN 24 HOURS**
Sunday, Dec. 10, 1989 open noon
.
through
Friday, Dec. 15, 1989 closing at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 16 8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
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Sunday, Dec. 17
open noon
through
Thursday, De~. 21 midnight
**There will be special 24 Hour shuttle buses. Please see a librarian for the
special schedule•
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Many believe the Nov. mayoral victories will help dispel beliefs that race diminishes chances
'

By Melonie McCall

professor of political science at San of blacks involved , elections in those - - - - - - - - - - cities are being studied more closely.
Francisco State University.
Hilltop Staff Reporcer
'' I think it is sad for black politics.
In Seattle, where blacks make up
I.t
tells
us
that
if
you
drop
black
only
9 percent of the total popula· "'
Reviews of the Nov. 7 elections
across the nation have brought a ideologies·, you can win elections," tion, City Councilman Norman Rice
was elected the f 11st black mayor.
•
myriad of comments and predictions. Smith said.
Biftcks were elected to the top posiManhattan Borough President
Political analysts have a number of
theories and hypotheses concerning tions in several major American cities David N. Dinkins, won the mayoral
,~
011
what the results mean for the future including Detroit, New York and seat in New York City which has a
Cleveland.
of black politics in America.
~~~~rit'.pulauon of approximatell 25
Elections in places like New York,
Some say the election results have
little significance because they mean New Haven, Conn., and Seattle are
This year New Haven, which has
a
black population of 30 percent,
nothing for blacks in terms of racial considered notable not because
issues. Other analysts believe the elec- blacks were elected to top positions, elected state Senator John Daniels its
':! (.
•
tion results are significan't because · but because of the circumstances that first black mayor.
The most astounding result o( the
they demonstrate changes in the role surrounded them.
U11like C leveland and Detroit Nov, 7 elections was the victory ·o f
of blacks in American electoral
(whi~h have previously had black
Lt. Gov. L. Douglas Wilder. Wilder
011
politics.
''The election results. do not sa~ mayors) "those three cities are made became thC first elected black goveranything for the viability of blacks a:s up of populations thilt are nor in U.S. history. He won in
-Joseph P. McCormick
concerned with black politics in significantly less than 50 percent Virginia, a commonwealth which has
America,'' said Robert C. Sn1ith, blacl::. Because of the smal l number ,a black population of about 17

''The elections say
that the probability
Of blacks being
l
d
.
e ecte tO
ICe In
greater num ers is
hi'gh and that we can
Sately aSSUme that
more blacks Will run
fiOr ,('{'tCe
; and Win.
. ,,

percent.
Although each election had a different personality and no sweeping
generalizations may be made of all of
them, Gerard Fryar, a senior political
science major 1 believes the results will
have little effect on black American
politics.
· ''In terms of the beneficial effects
to everyc;lay black peopfe, the recent
elections of P.oug Wilder and David
Dinkins will be more symbolic than
material, •• Fryar said.
He believes that the newly elected
black officials will be unable to
deliver everything black people need
''Thos'e black people who are look-·
ing for any type of favoritism from
them as b·lack candidates will have to
look elsewhere. I foresee no drastic
differences being made in the area of
black politics,'' Fryar .said.

Th

· ·
bl k
d 'd
·
e w1~n1ng ac can 1 ates 10
mostly white areas .attracted 3~ to 40
percent of the white v~te. W!th .99
percent of the votes tallie<!, Dinkins
-was repo!1ed to ha~e recet".ed some
some _30 pcr~cnt of the white vote.
. Smith attnbutes the ~ucccss o~ the
victors to the .way therr campa1gns.
'_Here run. Smith. contends that the
iss~es were very important ..
Th~e. guys . co~ld a'l(Old con!ro~ers1al 1dcologt~ wues that mad~
1t difficult for whites to vote for [the
~ev. Jesse] Jacks~n. They ran on
issues where there ts generally agreement, such as ~tter roa~~· bet~er
sc~?°ls and fighting drugs, h~ wd.
. Th~y ~o not represent black
JSsues, S8.Id qr. Ron Walters, a
see Mayors, page 7
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Reaping the rewards
of working with.the
homeless, the aging,
' k.·1
abused children and
~===-=-~-----'---------.
AIDS victims.
.....

••

.• , • •

You'll find them in shelters and
soup kitchens, tenements and
critical care units.across the country. Most are college student
volunteers...young, energetic and
caring. Doing their best to change
the "wrongs" that plague our
inner·cities and along the way,
shattering most of the stereotypical misconceptions ab6ut the
"ME" generation to which they
are supposed to belong.
A decade or two ago, they
would have been prime candi·
dates for VISTA or the PEACE
CORPS. Today, these serviceminded college students and
recent grads are being aggressively
sought by "big business''.,.,..wt:io '
view their' initiative, selfishness ·
and honest concern Of rss"Cie~s
ideal traits upon which to build
the corporate cultures of the future.
As the world.'s largest Social ·
Services organization, HRA offers
college graduate caseworkers
broad ex.posure to the critical
issues facing our society. These
include t.he plight of the homeless, the growing number of issues
facing the aging, protection for
abused or neglected children,
foster care, family assistance and
AIDS relief.
caseworker positions, offering
starting salaries in excess of
S23,000 per year and an exceptional array of City fringe benefits,
are heavily recruited for in May of
each year: as an incentive to new
college grads to make their first
year of employment in the public
sector: While caseworker positions
are always actively sought by
social work majors, a surprisingly
large number of these positions
are attracting new graduates with
Liberal Arts degrees.
While HRA's programs help
millions each year: there Is always
more to be done to alleviate the
social problems that constantly
plague a city the size of New York.
For new college grads, working as
HRA caseworkers is one way to be
part of the solution.
To explore the employment
opportunities for caseworkers
within HRA's many divisions,
Interested candidates should
send two 121 resumes and a cover
letter to:

•

•

,

•

•

.

HRA I OFFICE OF PERSONNEL SERVICES
•RECRUITMENT, SP EC I ION &PLACEM'"'"EN..,T
CODE: CWCGP I C11
271 CHURCH srREEl·2ND FLOOR·
NEW VORK, fffW YORK 10015
•
•

An F.qualOpportunltyEmplo

M/F/H/V
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International

0

Rights group al·leges .
Iraq abuses children ·

ON'T
1(1LL
OUR

.A mnesty International joins protest
By J ennifer Howard
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Bodies with signs o·f pre-death
torture-including gouged eyes
and extracted fingernails-are being returned to family members
with an ''execution ref•• attached
1
to them.

This kind of treatment describes
how Iraq carries out the death
penalty for men, women and
children. Children are tortured
and executed as punishment ~o
their adult relatives, and these in-

cidents are increasing, aGcording
to Amnesty International USA
(AIUSA), a human rights
organization.
The i~Posed fees are an ~ttempt
to retrieve state expenses for items
such as bullets and coffins in Iraq ,
according to AIUSA .
''My mother (73 ·years old),
three sisters and three brothers,
with five children aged berween
five and 13, were arrested and
brou&ht before me,'' a former
political Iraqi prisoner told
AIUSA.
''They were subjected to falaga
(beating on the soles of rhe feet)
and electrical shocks . . . ''
About 200 people gathered at
DuPQnt Circle near the Iraqi Embassy Dec. l in protest to i~e
deaths.
The picketers held· pictures of
tortured children, carried signs
and wore paper name cards of the
'missing and executed victims.
The chapters alsp shouted,
''Stop the killing, stop the torture,
save the children ·now!'' and
''Iraq, you know, killing
children's got to go!''
In 1985, Iraqi security forces
seized about 300 children in the
town of Sulmanyia. At !Cast three
of those captured died from torture during detention .
In 1987, 29 of the limprisoned
Sulmanyian children were executed without trial, said Amnesty International.
. .
From 1985 thrp)lgj\ mid·l.9.88,
hundreds of viFtims of lraq's
death pedtiity were rePorted to
Amnesty Incernationa·I.
.
Most executed bodies are sent
back to familieS, whq are charged
the execution fee.

HOPE.

Krabarty attended the protest
holding a banner that read: ''Stop
killing your future, the ctiildren!''
Other placards read, '' Don't kill
your hope," and ''Raise your_
voice against genocide.''
c..
'' I heard about lhhe demonstration] from a neigh~r," said protester Ron Miller. ''I told my
children and they told their school,
St. William of York School in
Baltimore.
r
''There, my children, along with
other class members, prepared
posters," he said. _
Miller 's children also par·
ticipated irl a poetry reading and
choral presenlation, in recognition

Slogans at a Dec. 1 protest urged
Iraq to sove its children.

.

of the youngest victims in Iraq.
The reading· was a prepared
testimony of how lra(}i children
are taken away from their mothers
and tortured.
One of the speakers , John G.
Healey , executive director of
AIUSA, encouraged individuals to
Be informed, write letters and protest to let Iraq know that ,people
don't like what they are doing .
· The AIUSA protest "fas sponso red in conj unction with the
Worldwide Campaign 10 Abolish
the Death Penalty, a group which
focuses on abolishing the death _
penalty in six countries, including
the United States, where 36 states
accept the death penalty. .
''I feel that it is all right for
cold- hearted mU:rderers to be executed," said Cheryl Ross, a
sophomore iii the School of
Liberal Arts.
''On .the other hand, they are
human; therefore, no one has a
right to, kill anyone else."

1

''I am here to get as much at- '
tention to the situation in Iraq
because outside of Iraq , no one
knows about it,'' said Praber Cha
Krabarty, president ·i0f Amnesty
International at the University of
Maryland.

'

Scholar~hips
.

'

.

Ro unding up their Christmas festivities , t he Caribbean Students Association celebrated through song.

Christmastime in the Caribbean
Student association gives H U a taste oj
•

Jennifer Howard
Hill1op Staff Reporter

The Caribbean Students Association brought a little bit of tbeir native
islands to Howard Thursday night in
song, dance, drama and foods dur'ing the annual ''Christmas in the
CaribbCaq" program.
According to Heather Anderson,
vice president of CSA, representatives from each island showed their
particular· Christmas tradition in a
comedy skit.

• Abdul-Rahman Jamil, press
counselor for the Iraqi Embassy,
totally denies the accusations
made by Amnesty International
and will issue a visa to any one
who would like to go to visit Iraq
for themselves.

photos b} Carol Cannon

Iraq denies torturing children, but a
protester displays a poster of what
he considers to be evidence.

The show was done in such a way
that everyone was able to relate .
''Many people know about other
islands, but not that many people
know about St. Vincent . Therefore,
we showed how Christmas is in St.
Vincent," said Camille Bynoe, a
sophomore in the School of Liberal
Arts.
'' . . . a person from each
island , such as St. Kitts, Barbados,
Triilidad and Tobago, Jamaica and
St. Vincent made up-their own skits
. "' (
and recruited (CSA) studertts ~ do
it," Bynoe said.
. .
.-1 .

.•..........................................................

" I!
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For students havin~ a desire to
study in Israel, ther_e_is cur~ently a
scholarship compet1t1tjn being offered by The United Je}Vish Endowmen! Fund (UJEF) of the United
Jewish Appeal FederatiOn of Greater.
Washington.
I
Th w·11
a d Henrietta Sahm
1 ·
e
iam n
d h H
Scholarship Fund an t e
enry
Goldman Scholarship Fund are spon·
soring the awards .
The Purpose for the scholarship is
to financially assist students (pr study
in Israel .
i
Over the Ce~t seven years, 67
students have
n a~arded 8: total of
$83,500 in scholarship jmon1es.

•

School children supported Amnesty lnternotional's protest through a rt.

However, he pointed out that no
black students had applied, although
ho
ets th qua1·r·cat'ons
11 1
anyone w me
e
is eligible.
The criteria for the application indicates that the stude11t must be either
an undergraduate who is at least a
junior or graduate student from the
Washi ngton area.
. The. applicant m·ust also show
f1nanc1al need and complete the ap-
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Pictu/i'will be token on

Saturday
1

December 9th

from

s:oo a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
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* *Give a subscription to The Hilltop * * *

• Appointmenls are being token on

ci

first come first serve basis
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$16 per semester (in U.S.A.)
$30 per semester (overseas)
Name
Address
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THE TIME HAS COME TO SIGN UP FOR

plication forms whi~h require : _
references. a_nd a transcript.
.
+
The re~1p1ent s ~f the ~cholarsh1ps +
have pan1c1patcd 1n a _variety of study +
programs which inClude intensive •
language programs.• m~ster~s. degree +
· Ir 1
d t
prog~a~s at s ae 1 un1vers1t1es an
t
rabb1n1cal programs.
+
The deadline for completion of the +
application for the summer 1990 and +
the 1990-91 school year is Feb. 28, +
t
1990 ·
Belkin said the purpose of the •
sc holarship is to help students study :
in Israel so that they can bring the ex- +
periences back with them.
+
'' You don't go to Israel to study , t
math. Some have returned with the +
abilit~ to ~each and. ha~e shown that :
study!ng 1n Is~~el is ~1ffe~ent from +
~tudy1ng here, Belkin said.
+

·Send
a
special·
holiday
gift
1
~o your favorite Howard alumni

'

•

offered for study in Israel i

.

*
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F RE I:.

According to David Belkin, dire~1or of UJEF, the usual scholarship
amount is between $1,000 10 $1,500.
He said the fund has an es1imated
total of $11,000 to award this year.
According, to Bel kin, the federa1 20
tion receives approximate y
applicants per year.

Caribbean yuletide

According to Paul Ferguson, direc·
In addition to the play, a choir per
tor of the program, the intention of formCd Qlribbean folk songs an
the production was ''to identify the
Caribbean food was served. Dishe
differences in the celebrations, to emincluded peas and rice, curried foods
phasize the immense similarities and
sorrel (a fruit that is imponed fro
to expose others to the rich heritage
the Caribbean) a nd Caribbea
of the Caribbean."
Christmas cake (blac k pudding).
''It is a tradition on Christmas day
''The Caribbeah region boasts
in Barbados to go to a park called fasci nating blend of many varie
Queens Park after church,'' said Lisa cultures truly unlike anywhere else i
Miller, a freshman in the School of the world - fro m the pulsatin
Human Ecology.
rhythms of ~t he paran:g festiv al o
''At the park we socialize and talk Trinidad and Tobago born o
with friends and family while the Tuk 1 Spanish and African traditions t
band, which traditionally has four-to- authentic African dances·of the Mas
five old men playing traditional in- querade and Tuk band of St. Kitts,
strnments such as a flute, bass drum, Nevis, and Barbados,'' Ferguso
and -s.nare drum , play in the said.
·
I
background.
"Christmas i~the Caribbean" h"'j
''The music the,y play cannot be ex· been celebrated on Howard's campwl
plained in words," Miller said.
annually since the '70s.
I
In the Barbados skit, Miller plays
Last year's show was a sold-out•
a church woman who goes to the success where the soccer team waf
park with friends. The group fratcr· honored ·a nd the first CSA awards
nizes with young men and then, in a for outstanding Caribbean people_
unifying gathering, do a Caribbean were given.
_
dance.
Tickets for this year's performance;
According to Mark Aqal0lj, , 1 t,H wer~ $§~SA members, $8 students
native of Trinidad the costufti!!s are' aRd,,Cf'ken-eral ad mission. Accor·
traditional Caribb~an wear from the ding to Anatoll, the Show is not fo r
students' own wardrobes.
profit, but to break·even.

t
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Gullattee refutes allegation·s against Barry

BUSA seeks
to fill vacant
finance post ~

•

HU psychiatrist denies accusations that she informP.d police ofmayor's alleged ~verdoses
By Eric Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A Howard University Hospital official has come under fire for alleged
accusations that she disclosed several
visits to Howard University Hospital
by D.C. Mayor Marion Barry for cocaine overdosing.
According to the report broad-

By Paula Wblto

...'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Jonathan Williams, 1989
Homecoming Chairman, has been
nominated to replace Travis
Parker as financial advisor of thc1
Howard University Stt1dent
Association.
.

Parker 1 who officially resigned
Nov. 25, cited personal reasons for

allocated correctly," he said.
His duties as financial advisor
for HUSA, according to Article

III Section II, Item I of HUSA's

co~stitution, would include maintaining financial records, assist~ng

said Parker, a student ilT the

School of Arts and Sciences. "I
had spread myself too thin, and it
was taking its toll.
"Being HUSA financial advisor

. Parker also holds a part-time job.

•

Williams, who completed ,his
formal duties as homecomtn
chairman this week, said he was·
asked to consider the position th~

week be.fore Thanksgiving break.I
~
''My understanding when I was
ap{>roached was that with Travis
resigning and elections comii;ig up,
in essence of time, HUSA needed
someone who had experienc5
working with the system.~ [
Williams said.
HUSA President Daniel Goodwin said Williams was nominat~
because ••he has a hands-on
1
touch .''
I·
''We needed someone wh3
knows the system and how tO ge ·
~done," Goodwin said. ''I'
making sure that the organizatioq
continues to progress, and we
needed sOmcone that we wouldn'i
l have to train ."
I

Williams,

a

Monday, Nov . 27, Dr. Alyce Gullattee·charged, in a confidential police
report, that Barry had been
hospitalized at least three times in
1983 after overdosing on cocaine and
not because of a hernia condition as
previously reported .
But Gullattee, director of the
university's Institute for Substance
Abuse and Addiction, is now denying t . .t she ever 01ade any such
. allegations concerning the mayor .
In a ~tate;inPnf re-leased earlier in

Jonathan Wlllla1111

leaving the position.
·
••1 was running myself ragged,''

is a very· important position,''
Parker said. ''With my other
obliglltions, I couldn't give it the
time and attention needed.·~·

casted by WUSA-TV channel nine on

the president in formulating
budgets, and submitting budget
reports.

the week, liullattee explictly refuted

Goodwin said that although

the reports.
. ''I never had access to Marion
Bai-ry's medical records nor did I
treat him in any capacity;'' she said
in the statement.

Williams was nominated before
the Nov. 1S meeting of the
General Asembly, he won't be ap.
· proved for the position until next
year.
''We have to wait until the Jan.
17 meeting for an official approv'al," Goodwin said . ''A
quorum was not held last month
because two-thirds of the student 1
.
representatives
were no t present . ''
Good)Vin, who declined to
' release names, said at least four
other people were considered for
the position, but they were not
formally interviewed.
· According to HUSA's constitu-

academic credibility of this university," Winters said.
''We don't want to penalize you
When Danielle Jones completed all . You have been penalized
her freshman year last spring and was enough,'' she arlded.
si$ning up -for hCr new classes, her
The stlJaents requested that their
friends advised her to take Dr . M . first exam count for 30 percent of
Perkins for economics I.
their final grade, as the instructor had
''I heard she was an excellent indicated on the syllabus. They ask~cacher," the sophomore from Mined that group projects, though five
, neapolis said. She regist.e red for groups never presented them, acPerkins' 11 : 10 a.m .- 12 p.rn . class on count for 30 percent, and the final exMondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. am, 40 percent.
However, Jones said it never oc- ·
In a meeting Tuesday, Winters,
curred to her that after one month economic department Chairman Dr .
she would be without an instructor, Ducarmel Bocage and the departhave only one graded assignment ment curriculum committee approvand, possibly, receive an incomplete ed the new grading system and agreed ·
grade for the semester.
to establish two new economics II
But it did happen to her and a,p- sections next semester to accomproximately 35 ocher students, in- modate the class.
cluding some seniors who had already
Bocage also agreed to provide a
signed up for economics II for the study guide to aid the students in
spring semester and could not afford preparation for the final exam . .
to repeat economi cs I. r
But, upon obtaining the study
The students took their grievances guide Wednesday, the students were
t_o Dean Wendy G . Winters of the surprised to find it was a photocopy
School of Liberal Arts.
of a workbook they were required to
They prepared a written request to purchase at the beginning for the
be exempt from the departmental semester . r
final, held several meetings with ad''This is tot~lly unacceptable,''
ministrators and were still negotiating
said senior Charlene Burgin. ''I
yesterday morning .
''We have 50 m1nu Les rema1n1ng 1n already have this in the workbook
the semester and ' we're wondering and past experience (with the first
how we can resolve this, yet retain the test] has shown me that studying

and not appointed by HUSA, he
was not in succession for the
position.

Hilltopic!
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-Mayors
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•
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continued from page S

•
po~tical. science

professor at Howard
Urnvers1ty.
.
·
' ''They are politicians <4J.d they
P,ust faithfully represent their constituencies to get and stay in office;
that' s the first law of politics,['

Walters
said.
•

,;

.

. •rl

Plan~ing

from it doesn't help on the exams."
Bocage agreed to prepare a new
guide including concepts and some
questions that will appear on a special
examination prepared for those
students.
Winters said that the new procedure ·for determining the final
grades had to be re-evaluated.

Students left Wednesday's meeting

Smith also believes that in many pie, kept pure black politics out of his
cases the black candidates were the campaign," Walters said.
best qualified _and did not pose a
Smith says that despite their little
threat to the established power significance in the area of black
structures .
politics as an ideology, the results of
''Whites find it easier to vote for the elections do represent a mat.u ring
blacks in cities with small black con- of the white electorate.
stituencies because blacks are not .
''The outcome of all the elections
much of a threat,'' he said . ''Whites suggests improvement in the attitudes
are not afraid that blacks will take of white Americans who vote toward
over and have too much of an em- black candidates," sai(j. Joseph P .
phasis on black issues."
McCormick, a Howard professor of
'' Wilder and Dinkins practice political science .
moderate politics. Wilder, for examMcCormick was quick to add that
those whites who vote do not represent white America and chat black
candidates do not necessarily represent black America .
''These elections show that whites
are more accepting of certai n kinds

Bocage.

of blacks, but it doesn 't extend to all
blacks," Walters said.
McCormick also said that the election results show a gradual increase
in the number of blacks holding
elected offices.
''The elections say that the probability of blacks being elected to office in greater numbers is high and
that we can safely assume that mOfe
blacks will run for offices and win,''
he said .
In October, the Joint Center for
Political Studies cited a total of 7,226
black elected officials in the United
States.
This number represents the count
of all levels and types of elected officials including judicial, educational,
federal, state and local officials.

C heryl Miller, senior research
associate at the center, said the Nov.
7 election results will have little effect
On the immediate number of black
elected officials, but will have a
significant effect over time.
''These elections are a drop in the
bucket in terms of the actual number
of black elected officials, but are
historically significant," Miller said.
''They are significant in that they
'viii pass a rfl.essage to other blacks
that they can aspire to higher offices
in districts that are npt majority
black," she said.
Miller expressed little concern for
the effects of the election results on
Jackson as a presidential candidate.
''Jackson paved the road so that

If you have cash handling,· banking or retail sales
experience,

•

TRUSTBANK SAVINGS offers TELLERS/ CSR's
professional business experience, flexible hours
and convenient \qcati1 ns
.

We also offer:
• Competitive starting sala1 'es

• 6 month reviews
• Merit piomotions

gtw w a ca/I at
•

703-148-3200

•

hold an elected public office, Walters

feels these elections will have little
significance.
''People will try to substitute these
guys for Jackson, but they are really
operating in different theaters," Walters said.
r

''Only tho gat~keepers of the process (the media) care whether he has
held office. The man on the street _..,
doesn ~t care about his office
holding,•• Walters said.
•

ple who affect these issues happen to
be the policy makers.''
"'To encourage students to pursue
this joiiil degree the university has initiated a few incentives. Students
would receive two degrees in five

has some of the best part-time jobs around .

P.O. BOX ~29
MCLEAN, VA 22101 °
EOE M/F111/V

blacks cquld gel white votes. A black
running for president, hbwever, is a
horse of a different color. I see no
real relationship between Jackson's
race for the presidency and the results
of the [Nov. 7) elections," she said.
Considering Jackson's failure to

and blacks in American society. Peo-

'

Right from the start. ~
the pleasures are nonstop.
Your1 l1olida)' begi11s \\1 it 11 ;1da)1·l(lt1g
Barbecue B<l.'ih at beautiful Elbo'v
Beach: danci11g, tCasti11g a11d ta1111i11g
on soft , pink, sun-splashed sands.
The fun continues \Vilh spectacular
beach parties fe;ltL1ri11g Ber111uda's top
rock, steel and calypso bands. Daily
lunches. A lin1bo festival. An outrageous Party Cruise to magnificent Great
Sound. Plus golf, tennis and rugby

tournan1ents- a11d a '' Murder, Mystery
and Mayhen1" contest that 'll have you
super-sleuthing. Al l con1plin1ents o f
Bermuda's Department of Tourism .
Add to that all the things that make
Bermuda, Bermuda . British an1biance.
, . Colourful pubs. Whirring about on a
moped. Treasure-l1unti11g in our shops.
And the special feeling of being separated from every,vhere and everything
. by 600 miles of sea.
_
. This spring, get your R&R on a very
•
special island. Contact your Campus
Travel Representative or TrJvel Agent
· for Bermuda College Week details.

•

Bocage said that several groups of

••My concern is with solving problems of minority communities and
[narrowing] the wide gaps between
the socioeconomic status of whites

•
That's why we think TRUSTBANK
SAVINGS

TRUSTBANK SAVINGS

fered were because of Dr. Perkins.
''She just ran into some bad luck,''
she said. ''However, the administration should have provided the
students with a sufficient substitute,''
Jones added.
·
The students said the teacher's
assistant came Friday, Nov. 3 and administered a quiz.

continued from pqe 4

•

A pare-rime job chat wort! for , . 111inJ: about ii~

that the problems the class has suf-

Policy

A part-time job should be an important part of
your resume, a stepping stone to your first full-

' '1htn

had been attacked,'' said Swan, an
international business major.
''Sire (Perkins) told me she was
under the advice of her doctor to stay
home,,., Bocage said.
Jon~d that she does not believe

see Winton, paa• 15

March 3 to 31 and April 7 to 14

'

I

students approached him again on
According to Jones, Bocage said Nov. 81 requesting a substitute inthat he would try to contact the in- structor. He said his efforts to
structor, but again there was no in- telephone Perkins were-unsµ~ful. :
structor on Monday, Oct. 30, or
Perkins came-to class NoV. 13-17, I
Wednesday, Nov. I.
''We were made to understand that ~~k~d, · ~~~ :~,&m the fo~~~~ 1
Dr . Perkins' absence was becawe she

for Your Future

time job out of college
'

Alyce Gullatt I

with nothing finalized, but expected
to reach a decision by today.
Winters would not comment about
possible disciplinary actions Perkins
may face, nor would she state how
long Perkins had been with the
university. The official reason for t1'
"We told the TA that we had had
instructor's absence is still unclear no review; no preparation. She said
According to students, PerKlDS· ex- we could take it home," Jones said.
tended absence began OCt. 20 anrt
The students said they later.
lasted until Nov . I~ .
discovered that they had been giveti
Since the students were not a quiz for economics II.
On Monday, Nov. 6, there was no
prepared for a quiz annol\flced by the
teacher's assistant's sister on Oct. 27. instructor or teacher's assistant;
Jones and Rayna Swan, a sophomore th~refore the students kept their
from Bowie, Md., took the issue to QUIZZ~

I

IT'S NEVE.I' TOO EARL¥
To Start

Barry has continuously denied the

dinner sponsored by student recruit'- allegations made in the newscast. His
press secretary, Lunna Rackley, said
ment office.
''I categorically deny the that Barry has ''washed his hands''
statements that have been attributed of the entire issue.
''The mayor has decided it doesn't
to me. When Alyce Gullattee says
that she didn't say something, she do any good to respond to every
outrageous allegation that comes
. didn't say it."
Gullattee is not one who is un- down the pike,'' Rackley said.
''It's all charges of 'he said, she
familiar with being in the public
said' and all very confusing,''
spotlight or public controversy.
She gained some IJOtoriety in 1981 Rackley added. "Even the doctor has
over the infamous 'Jimmy' story come out now saying that she did not
which appeared in the Washington accuse the Mayor."
Post.
Rackley also said that she- believThe former Post reporter ·Janet
Cooke wrote, and eventually won a ed many members of t]le press have
Pulitzer Prize for, a story she wrote been going out of their way to write
about an eight-year-old heroin addict ne.aative stories. abo11t Mayor Barry.
''I think it's a natiOnaI .trend to go
named Jimmy.
When questions began to arise with fluff rather than with substance.
about -the story's validity, Gullattee Barry feels that he makes good copy.
added credibility to it by saying that Whenever any Joe Blow says
she had spoken with the boy's something about him, they [the press}
, jump on it,'' she added.
mother.

- Hillrop S1aff Reporter

Send

Po~t.

in the Barry incident at the annual

By Sherri Milner

12) the president has the autbori- .
ty to appoint students to his
administration .
Sophomore Charles Maxwell,
Parker's former assistant, said
that he knew of the resignation,
but was unaware that selections
were being made to fill the post .
''I would have been interested,
but my reason for wanting to be
assistant in the first place was to
learn,'' Maxwell said.
Goodwin said that since Parker
was chosen as a personal assistant

marketins major. said he accepted
the position with little thought.
As homecoming chairman, he
said he handled a budget of approximately $100,000. :•1 .wa§
always in command and had td
make sure the funds wer~

It was later discovered that the entire story had been fictionalized. As
a result, Cooke was fired from the

Economics professor mysteriously deserts students

tion (Article Ill, Section I, Item

22-year-olq

Joshua Kaufman, Gullattee's attorney, added, ''My client's position
is that the statements attributed to her
[about Mayor Barry] are untrue.'.'
Gullattee again stated her position

years and will qualify for special

•

ft

-·

i

financial aid.
The application process has not yet
begun, but university officials expeq
to begin receiving applications in
March 1990. The frrst class is ex-

pected_to be enrolled next fall with
about five students in the program.
Unlike most Afro-American
studies programs which concentrate
on hum.antics, this joint-degree pro.
gram will train students in
economics, computer applications,

and math along side the history, aru

'and music of the Afro-American
culture.
.
''It is a very uiiique an &:ttractive
combination of skills.•• said Dr.
Joseph McCormick. a Howard

University political science professor .''This is a prosram that will
offer Howard · University a major
challen1e. ''
~
The grant ' activites include a
distins:uished lecturer series, a sum- ·

mer research on the "State of mack
Maryland,'' and the recruitment of

outstandina students .
"We would like to ,...a number of
centers of excellence across tho country with each 1peci•lizin1 in some
aspect of Afr~American ltUdics, ''
Meyers said. ''I don't expect eway
pr<>grm1 to do what Maryland iJ clo-

ina; we need specialities.''
•
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need to leave far behind.
The students have now met with all three of
During his meeting with the students, Alexis
the candidates. Of cour~e, it would have been
failed to give an adequate answer to the quesbetter to· have had more time to gather infortion of whether or not he was in favor of senmation and raise student awareness about the
ding police into the administration building
candidates.
We understand, however, that the univerlast year to remove the students. His attempts
to distance himself from the actions of the
sity has a very important impending hearing
Cheek administration convinced few students.
on Capitol Hill with government officials who
At this point it shou.Id be clear to all that
are responsible for Howard's appropriation at
the beginning of January.
Howard needs a breath of fresh air. We need
The meeting will address important issues
a new president who has not been mired in the
Howard administration for the past two
such as a repeal of the tuition increase for indecades.
te.rnational students and funds for the conDr. Alexis did not make it at all clear that
struction of new dormitories; it is important ·
he plans to make real changes in the nature of
for us to have a·strong and permanent leader
who can.articulate witJi authority a vision for
the Howard experience, instead spending most
of the time defending the actions of the Cheek
the future of Howard µniversity.
administration. It is time to make a break with
Keepipg in my mind that an important
criterion for the selection
of the candidates
the past and bring some new blood into our
school.
should be their commitment to the black community, at this point The Hilltop would like
Dr. H. Patrick Swygert was received very
well by the students. He articulated a very clear
to voice our opinion of the three candidates.
vision of Howard that he would "like to see
Dr. Franklyn G . Jenifer did not impress the
come into el\istence; one committed to ·
students who came to ihe meeting with him.
educating leaders who will' dedicate themselves
He failed to articulate a strong vision for the
future of this institution;. he gave insatisfacto making a difference in the community,
rather than merely training doctors, lawyers
tory answers to some of the questions put to
and managers to work for corporate America.
him; and he did hot ' project an aura of
understanding and accessibility.
·
But words are not enough, people must be
judged by their actions. Dr. Swygert is largeHow much knowledge'and contact with the
everyday needs of students can somebody have
ly responsible for the creation at Temple
University of the first and only doctoral prowho is responsible for the administration of
gram in African-American Studies in the
a university syste!J!. with 29 colleges and more
world.
than 180,000 studentsJ
l.
He invited the students to talk to anybody
According to an OCt. 25, 1989 article in The
Chronicle of Higher Education, the state of
at Temple and ask them about Pat Swygert.
The Hilltop did and we found that it was imMassachusetts higher education is in a crisis.
possible to find a black person at Tem1le
The article states that "budget-cuts, financial
imbrogUos [complications], patronage apUniversity to make a single negative comment
about him; in fact, they expressed to us that
pointments, turf wars and a sex scandal are
ripping the fabric of public higher education
they are upset that he may be leaving them.
in Massachusetts."
In conclusion we agree with the students at
Thursday night's HUSA policy board meeting
Dr. Carlton P. Alexis is a twenty-year
veteran of the Cheek administration, as well
who found Dr. H. Patrick Swygert to be the
as Dr. Cheek's personal physician'. HUSA
best man for the job. His record and the viPresident Daniel Goodwin characterizes Alexis
sion which he articulated for the future of our
as Cheek's ''right hand man," indicating that
university show that he will provide us with
the effective leadership we need to move into
Alexis is too closely tied to the recent past of
the 21st century.
this university, a past which we desperately
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Letters to the Editor
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As the flood of international sanctions,
Nelson Mandela, their" jailed leader, is the one
boycotts and divestments from the South
leader who is revered by all of the antiAfrican economy continues, and the non-white
apartheid activists.
majoril)' of South Africa makes it more and
The ANC has waged a militant and uncommore cfear to the government that it will be
promising struggle for the liberation of their
"freedom or death," the South African
country. They deserve to be given a prominent
government is desperately trying to diffuse the
role in the negotiations as the legitimate
crisis. It can no longer be doubted that some
representatives of the non.white people of
kind of negotiations will take place.
South Africa.
The question then becomes under what conIt would be useless for the government to
ditions will negotiations take place in South
try to stage a "negotiation'' process in which
Africa and who will participate.
the masses of the people of that country have
J'he black opposition wants to have a multino legitimate representation. The result Would
racial_transitional government in power while
only be a continuation of the same system of
negotiations take place and the government,
oppression, with possibly a few meaningless
of course, wants to remain in power during
cosmetic changes, such as desegregating the
that process.
beaches.
The question of with whom the government
· The black people of South Africa must not
of South Africa can negotiate in order to get
let themselves be appeaSM! by token gestures
a true representation of the will of the people
of racial justice. The ANC bas consistently adof that country, is more complex. The governvocated a creation of a new South Africa
ment would like to negotiate with the ''Uncle
which recognizes no distinctions between pco- ·
Tom" class of black leadership who essentially
pie according .to their race. The goal is comserve as. puppet
leaders
in the black
plete political and economic cmpowci 1nent for
.
'
community.
black South Africans
On the other hand, among South African
Not until the masses of the people of South
anti-apartheid activists it is axiomatic that until
Africa have the power to control the resources
Nelson Mandela is freed and the African Naof that country, to control their own destiny,
tional Congress is recognized as the legitimate . will South Africa be truly free. Until the
rcpr~tati:ves of the masses of the Azanian
government releases Mandela and rccogniwi
peo~le, ~no true negotiations. can take place.
the ANC as the legitimate representatives of
-:The ANC is the oldest and most respected
the Azanian people, they should not be taken
s'criously .
anti-apartheid organization in South Africa.
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Helping future generations
males they do see portray a negative
image in their eyes.
We started. out last spring and we
which is part of an organization
knowl\ as Concerned Black Men plan to follow that class through
graduation in the year 2000. The pro(CBM).
Dr. Sp;cncer Holland, who is the gram was frrst targeted at males, but
coordinator of CBM, thought it has been extended to females also.
would be a good idea for young black We arc now working: with children in
college students to act as positive role ll;l'ades one through four.
models for elementary school
It makes me feel great to know that
I can make a difference in a child's
children.
Project 2000 consists of dedicated life and actually make him feel good
Howard students who visit Stanton about himself. The only reward I seek
Elementary School at least once a is to sec these children get a fair
week and assist the teachers in help- chance to get all there is to get out of
life.
ing the children.
Wardell Huff, who is a member of
Our presence makes all the difference in the world to these children. Project 2000, thinks it is worth it to
Many of them don't have positive take a little time out of his day once
male, images in their family and the a week to help these children. It's a

Dear Editor,
.
I am a member of Project 2000

good feeling to give some of yourself.
Now, most of our volunteers are
juniors and seniors. We need more

male and female volunteers to help
keep this program successful.
We are having a training session at
Stanton school thi.t Sat. Dec. 9 from
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
If you arc interested in becomina
a member of Project 2000 or fmding
out more information about the program, we will meet in the lobby of
Blackburn at 8:30 Saturday momilJa.
The person to contact is F1oyd
Dickens. Please come out and help.
Give a little of yo~ time to help these
deserving children.
Corey Lawrence

Member, Project

2()()()

Put a halt on misleading
headlines!
.
-

I

Recognize the ANC

.
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Dear Editor,

This letter is in reference to The

Hilltop's article dated Dec. I, 1989 on
the front page titled: ''H.U. vendor
arrested on rape charges. ''
, When I frrst saw the title of the &r·
tide, the frrst thing that came into mY,
mind was that a vendor who sells
merchandise on the street stands of
the campus was involved and I .am
more than certain that 99 percent of
the people who sec the campus street
vendors thought the sarrie as I did.

I personally feel that the use of the
term H.U. vendor was misused in
referring to the person who has been
charged with raping a freshman
student.
Your paper stated that this person
bas provided balloons for several
homecoming events within the last
two years.
The only thing you make reference to

is that thi.t person sold ballons and
that this person was privately contracted by several university

organizations.
Since this person is not known for

selling his balloons on the streets of
this campus, I feel that your paper
could have used a more appropnatc
term for describing this alleged rapist.
Why didn't you use a term such as
''Ballon Salesman,•• or ''Balloon
Merchant'' or ''frivate Balloon Contractor'' used to describe the person
charged with such a crime.
As black people going into a profcssion as important as journalism,
you have the responsibility to bring
the clear, pure and simple truth to
your black community and to others
around the world.
You should strive to be right and
exact in giving information because
what you write will shape the opinions of many people, of many different persuasions.
I have been taught that a person's
actions should be judged by their intentions; actions may appear wrong,
but it is the motives which bring the
reward for one's actions.

'

Elijah Karriem
H.U. Vendor (In front of Cramton
Aud.)
.

Letters Guide
The Hilltop welcomes
your views on any public
issues.
We routinely condense
letters for space. We also
correct errors ofstyle, spelling, and puntuatlon.
We publish only
~~":/. material
We do not publish

'

I have been a H.U. vendor (street
vendor) since 1983 and I know that
many of the students will aaree with
me when I say that some of the street
vendors arc best friends the students
have on this campus.
I feel personally injured by the
term you use (H.U. vendof) within
such a negative context, a tam which
didn't fit the topic of the article 11111.
The alleged rapist is not rqisterecl u
a D.C. vendor.
This kind of dep-ldation- is ,.hat
we hope our journalists or reporters
will avoid. ·In your profession do not
use the Europe•0 's techniques, which
tend to ass•sinate the chanctcn of
many innocent people.
The road to bdl is paved with tho 10
who had aood inten.tiODs. 'lbtnk you
and may your actions be judaeci by
your intentions.

•

poetry or open letters.
Faculty and administrators,
are enOOuraged to write
and, share their ideas and
innovatidns.
Letters, as well as commentaries, must be typed and
sif(Tll!d. complete with full
aildress and telephone

number.

Seall to:
Letten to die E""or

'
I

Tiie HlllOll
2217 4dl St. N.W.

Wash'•at•, D.C• . s t
'Tht ~
the &I/I• ::::,;

tan
:f'f{J;
h''' ..
if/llCl . . .

do not ,
nlons of8-ld U""""*7, ID
adminlstrotlon, the . HUltop
Boord "' the Jbsd ,,, botly...
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In search of a leader • • •

•

•

Darrin P. Gayles

Daniel L. Goodwin

continued from page 1

Each group was also given an

oral outline of the search process
and a tentative schedule.

Vision for the future

Contrary to popular belief,
there is no front-runner. If the
Board of Trustees had been
predisposed toward a particular
candidate, why would it go
through the process of conducting
a national search, requiring both
considerable time -and money?
Some people have even gone so
far as to claim that Dr. Marion
Mann was appointed staff director of the Presidential Search
Committee by Dr. Alexis.
Dr. Mann was appointed
associate vice president for

•
On Dec. 16, Howard Univefsity has the awesome task of choosing a leader with a vision for this
institution, as opposed to a manager who seeks to oversee a
plantation.
This charge is one that shl>uld
encompass the input of the
students, faculty, alumni and staff
as well as the voting body of the
Board of Trustees of this
institution.

.'

Oii'llcc. IS, the Board will open
its door· to the ' students of this
univer~ity io order that they may
be heard-and heard we will tie.
The search committee's attempt to
allow us to participate in setting \IP
the criteria for the candidat06 thC
past summer is over .
The biographieS have bCen rea'cl
and Alexis, Swygert and Jenifer
have been interviewed and their
backgrounds examined. However,
. neither can ever be examined
enough when it comes to the black
educational leader that this university, as well as this country needs
right now.
V
While some will argue that they
· were not well informed and attempt to REACT, others, such as

those students who were at the last
HUSA policy board meeting,
would beg to differ and endeavor
to act ori rtle information that was
disseminated by student's who
were at the hearings, student
leaders and The Hilltop.

. . ...<...""" ..........
11

We are through blaming others
for what should rtave happened.
Now we are focusing on what will
happen to ensure that the Board
will makC · the right decision,
should they decide to choose one
of the three candidates on the sixteenth of this month.

research by Dr. Alexis. Mann's
position with the Search Committee was created by the Howard
Board of Trustees .
The forums featuring the candidates have :-'. : : o been criticized.
The Hilltop .Slctted in a prior issue
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When we look at this season of
the year, we notC that it is a time \
of carin~ and sharing. We ·hope
that this Board would have
already realized that we as
students care about this institution
and its future .
We also look forward to sharing in m'a king the dream for
Howard University a reality. So
make the decision on the RIGHT
VISION!!!
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The writer is president of the Howard
University Student Association.
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-Club South Africa:
Antidote to liberation
I

...

""""• " "' ' '~" '

D. Malcolm Carson

This advertisement was [found' in
the September 1989 edition of TraVel
and Leisure magazine. The land
where our brothers and sisters are the
victims of one of ttfe worst systems
of oppression the world has ever
known is presented as an ide~lic
place for a vacation.
Notice the blank space below the
section, i'Why it's part of Africa,"
subliminally suggesting that thete are
not even enou$h reasons to consider
it a part of Afnca to fill up the space.
On the other hand, the ''Why it 's .
not'' section is filled all the way to
the bottom of the page, South Africa
is only to be considered a part of
Africa to the extent that it enjoys the '
natural beauty of the continent, but
we are to believe that it is not really
an African country.
How stupid do they think we arc?
All one has to do is.look at a map and
one will see that Sou.th Africa is an
African country. All one has to db is.
look at the people, the vast majority
of whom are Africans, to know that
South Africa is an African cOuntry.
Even the name, South Africa, gives
them away . What do they want to
do-change the name to ''Little
Ewope?''
But we should really be the on~ to
take responsibility for this, The South
African government should not even
be able to consider taking out an .ad
such as this .

-t !>IW..,

.

We should have made it clear long
ago that blatant insults done to
African people anywhere in the world
will not be tolerated by African peopie anywhere in the world.
The expectance of mass public
-outrage and controversy surrounding
·Such an advertisement should have
prevented them from attempting to
use it .
Let's do something about this . One
easy thing we can do immediately is
to place protest phone calls to this
number . Everybody should be able to
do this when they go home for the
break .
Those students who live in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
should organize protests at the South
African Tourist Co~ration offices
to make it known that we are
insulted .
Once it becomes a matter of public
controversy, their business will certainly suffer and the ads will
even,'
tually be cancelled .
Our most important task as a people at this point is to help liberate our
brothers and sisters in Azania (South
Africa). We must come to re:alize that
none of us ar~ free until all of us are
free .
Azania is the key to the economic
redemption of the entire African continent. They have the industrial
capacity to facilitate Africa's break
with the exploitative Western

William M. Bogans II.

Why it's not.

Why it's part
of Africa.
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that the forums were opened to the
general student body after
pressure from various student
leaders. On the contrary. student
leaders always possessed the right
to conduct the forum in a manner
which they chose .
Like the University Senate,
HUSA and its policy board chose
to have an open forum. The
Search Committee did, however,
set the dates and time in accordance with the schedules of the
candidates.
Many ls tudents claim that there
was not enough time to do
research, and thitt the candidates
arrived at an inopportune time~ .... ;.. ,. fii.i~ls.

The names of the candidates
were released on Nov. 2, 1989,
more than a month ago. Yet,
many people have waited until a
week before the Board of Trustees
convenes in order to express their
concerns.
However, I have also seen hundreds of students skip classes to be
on the yard if the weather is nice.
I was probably most surprised
'
by the commentary written by Mr. ·
Miniard Culpepper in the Dec. 1
Hilltop. Mr . Culpepper criticized
the backgrounds of the candidates . He believes that we are
settling for ''a former prosecutor,
a biologist, and a left-over from
the Cheek administration.••
· These are strange observations,
considering that Franklyn G.
Jenifer is arguably the highest
ranking African-American official
in higher education; that H.
Patrick Swygert stopped prosecuting and started educating in
1973; and that Carlton P . Alexis
began his association with
Howard University as a medical
student in 1953, 16 years before
the. arrival of James E. Check.
Despite my own criticisms, I
recognize t~.e validity of many
claims of the Howard family.
After so many years of feeling
slighted and neglected, the dark
cloud of distrust lingers over us
alL

•

•

The writer is a member of the
Presidential Search Committee and
undergraduate trustee.

Dr. Manning Marable

Corporate greed
vets us public need
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1 ' 11a.{.i.•1.1rv• 111 'set11115
y,.,,11 .,,~i,•11• "''"''
liberalization in Hungary, the crea- aid to women, infants and children.
Ar~ldLUS.OT'O.Jl~ld!l[lOjKJtdt!011 v.•th
•
F
' M I
k
uJd
,, v.t·,;1111 1,1t1<1<111oi.i11.ingU<J».-"> c1lll
ti on of a democratic legislature in the
orty six
- tan s wo
pur1
' 111111 •">
Soviet Union and the destruction of chase 500 modem city buses for mass
An.~ ,,111(_1, •11<11-.c-., ~·tti AluL".
the Berlin Wall.
transportation. One F-16 jet fighter
llll( dW\!llrJHlOllCCOUTllr)'
Ask yo.ii travel agent a00u1 special·
The political leader chiefly respon- costs as much as one thousand
ru.uiU tr•11 airfares start u1g frorn $999
sible for the trend toward world teachers' salaries for one full year.
•
peace is not President Bush, but
One billion dollars spent on-r.---- - -----------,
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev. building guided missiles creates
'~] .• , ,,""K"'
'· loo•.,, r••,..• .,.,.,
1
I ~·
.. ,J~ .........
It is Gorbachev who has set the 20,700 jobs-but one billion dollars
:·· . """'7_· :~.::;:1,,,.,,~'1'\, :
'I •
..."
1
pace for the radical restructuring of spent for public health care facilities,
I -.... ~"-""It..
I
his own economic and · political doctors, nurses and staff would
l "'
:
system and has encouraged pluralism create 54,300 jobs. One billion dollars
'
.
and democracy in Eastern Europe.
spent for public education, teacher's
'.
'
The Soviets are unilaterally salaries and school contruction would
''
''
withdrawing 50,000 troops and 5,qC>q generate 71,500 jobs.
tanks ffom Europe, and are prepared
It's a question of public need vs.
''I ______________ .:':.'.:''.J'
to make even deeper cuts in conven- corporate greed. The real wages of
capitalist economic system.
American middle incOiDe workers,
brothers and sisters in Azania and tional and nuclear forces. •
Azania has most of the world's
The Soviets have agreed to disband adjusted for inflation, have actually
transform its image from the world's
most precious mineral resources, in- worst abyss of injustice to just a nice the Warsaw Pact if the U.S. and its fallen 9 percent since the election of
cluding lhost of the world's gold,
vacation spot, we will have failed not allies agree to dissolve the North Ronald Reagan in 1980,
diamonds and uranium. Used pro- only the Azanian people, but African Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Nearly two thousand teenagers
perly, control over these resources people all over the world, and
But the Bush administration has drop out of American high school.S
can lay the foundation for the ultimately ourselves.
yet to respond to these initiatives. The every day. Drugs are destroying our
economic redemption of African
U.S, still has over 300,000 army and urban and suburban neighborhoods,
air force troops stationed in Europe
Two million Americans sleep in
people all over the world .
But if we allow anyone in this The writer is editori41 editor of The and the Bush administration has re- alleys, abandoned automobiles and
country to forget tti.e suffering of our Hilltop.
jected talks to eliminate the Warsaw gutters every night . Thirty seven
Pact or NATO.
million of us have absolutely no type
•
America's leadership is missing a of health insurance coverage .
once-in-a-century opportunity to
Yet Pentagon expenditures have
achieve a permanent peace.
soared 2SO percent since the adLast month, the House of ministration of Jimmy Caner. Both
I I
Representatives voted to approve the parties are guilty of criminal neglect
largest bill for nuclear and conven.:. of the real interests of the American
tional weapons expenditures in U.S. people.
history-$305 billion. There was virThe Democratic developments in
tually no debate or discussion, and the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
the bipartisan vott: was 236 to 172. indicate that the so-called Iron Cureconomic sense, we must start The Senate is expecL :.d to approve the tain no longer separates East from
w~
patronizing our own: establishments. bill.
West. The real Iron Curtain is the
When we patronize our own, we must
In some respects, this most recent barrier between the interests of the
do it with a sense a pride, not legislation for militarism w~ even Americ'!-n · people . !lnd
the
obligati.o n.
more conservative and reacuonary prerogatives of the military, corThat's what the new wing of the than the legislation sought by Bush. porate and political elites who want
As we continue to lift our-selves up Republican Party is all about: helpFor example, Bush has,previously to perpetuate the militarism of the
ing
others
advance.
We
must
start
ad-from poverty we should not become
atr'eed to terminate ten weapon pro- Cold War.
, complacent once we gain ''status in vocating issues that are important to grams within the next two years, and
The Berlin Wall no 10111er divides
·
themiddlc class.'' It's very important our community.
end construction of new F-14 fJgbters East and West; the wall is the barrier
In conclusion, African-Americans built by the Grumman Corporation. which divides the majority of workto strive for mobility, to put ourselves
in the position to help the socially, who happen to be Republicans aren't
But the House continued to pro- ing people, African-Americans,
any
different
from
their
counterparts
politically and economically disadgram, calling for the construction of Latinos, the unemptayed, the poor
in
the
Democratic
Party.
A1though
vantaged African-Americans who
18 additional F-14 planes that the and womeq from the1rcality of full
few of our ideas may coincide, we Pentqon had not requested, Each employment, odeqWllC health core,
.c annot help themselves.
And finall·y, we feel that the pre- ,need to unite on certain issues that F-14 cost 66 million dollars.
dece11t public ho••sip and quality
sent Supreme Court has not been fair are universal problems for the
Why are Congress and the Presi- education due to ~ If wtina.
in most of their rulings as far as African-American community.
dent proposina billions of dollars for
, The Cold War in
ape 11 mDop.
We
must
stop
bickering
amongst
minorities are concerned. Those arc
militarism? The merchants of death sma, but Conaress
the Bulb od· just a few of the issues we've been ourselves.about our different political and tlie lorae military contractors, rninistrati<ill must bt<'<:hollenaed to
trying to address.
philosophies (it's good that we are spend millions every year in political imitate Oorbecbev's
· .
Once thing· we've been noticing is represented on all sides of the action oommittees to influence the
We ~· ~ war
r soci1I and
that African-Americans do not sup- political spectrum, after all we ue vOtcs of oUr Conaressional economic j~ in .. CQw;iJ.y-a
port their own establishments. The very diverse people) and come .re~r:!ntatives.
wu for fUD''~o
t, a war to
together
and
help
the
less
fortunate
black GNP is $250 billion, yet the
U1C we exercise the vote, we
recomtruci'obf 0
to end the
largest African-American bank has members of our race rise and claim have the illusion that our interest&
pique of dnp, a wlf\pjnst rri ••
only about $250 million in assets. their piece of the ''American n11inely m1tter. But the corporate and •1war ti- real t '*'CKIKJ'. "
Compare
that
with Dream. ''
speci•I interests ooopt Dcmoalls and
Citicorp/Citibank's $59 billion and it
Republicans alike, by providi111
makes you wonder just where.are our
aenerous dr: :tion fin1M"8 in return
priorities.
The writer is treasureT of Howard for the continuation of ·.ruteful,
If we're going · to rise in the. University College Republicans.
destructive military pr-oms.
ill LL'
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African-American
Republicans
redefined
.
I
That's what the new
of_ the
Republican Party is an alx)ut: h. . .
others advance.

Over the past couple years, we'ive
been experien,:ing some changes in
the African-American politicalideological front'
Many African-Americans identify
... themselves as progressive Democrats;
however, there is a growing number ancient ways of conceptualizing for
of people who identify themselves 'as
African-American Republicans .
both Republican and principled
The new wing of the Republican
pra'gmatists.
'
Party wants to elucidate their stance
They represent the new Africanon some issues that we're facing in
American Republican . They're trying
society today .
to steer away from the old ways of
First, the issue that seems to be on
black Republicanism.
everyone's mind today is abortiOn. It
In some people's opinion, if you
has divided our country into two
are black and Republican, that was armed camps, both not willing to giwe
synonymous with ''Uncle Tom.''
any ground.
Although it is not fair to place all
The principled pragmatist honestolder Republicans into this shameful
ly believes that the decision should be
aroup, the ones who represent that
left up to women . Coriservatives
faction should be denounced.
(white) allow their religious feeling to
For example, can Shelby Steele ~ui~e them in thi~ is~ue, a very subbonestly tell us that he has our_best · · JCCt1ve way of th1nk1ng .
interest in mind when he degrades his
· We (principled pragmatists) must
own race, probably due to
be objective thinkers . The
self-hatred?
metaphysics have no place in decision
And then we have Thomas Sowell,
making .
who says that we should abolish
Also, African-Americans need to
IOCial programs entirely, because as commit class suicide. By class suicide,
long as there are hand-outs, Afric3n- we mean that there's a dire need to
Americans will always be paupers.
break down the class prejudice in our
Those are just two illustrations of the own race.
·
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Transfer student reaches
for success in jazz arena
•

Hilltop Slaff Reporter
•

An attractive, petite young woman
sits on her bed in her sparsely

decorated apartment in the Howard
Plaza Towers and daydreams of one
day becoming a superstar.
Wearing an Ursuline Acad~my
(high school) ~weat shirt and fad£!!
blue jeans, she hits the power button

on a small stereo and reaches for a
bag of Chips Ahoy cookies. This
young woman hopes that 1one day
everyone will know her nameNicole Sutherland.
Sutherland is a 19-year-old transfer
st udent from Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh. [he New
Orleans native is one of only three

students in the College of Fine Arts
maj oring in vocal jazz studjes.
''At Howard.I feel very fortunate
to have some of the best teachers.
(The program] brings me closer to
relating and exposing jazz music to
black America,'' Sutherland said.
Sutherland's musica1 dreams began
while singing in the choir in Saint
Joseph's Catholic Church. When she
was eight years~ old, she performed
with Ellis Marsalis , father of jazz
musicians Wynton and iBradford
Marsalis, at the Jazz and Heritage
Festival
in
New
Orleans .
'' I
remember
not
being
afraid . . . I was excited,'' she said.
Sutherland feels ·that singing with
Marsalis was her ''christening into
the musical field." .
''Now, I just think of it as a fortunate learning experience,'' she said.
At the age of 12, Sutheriand was
1he you ngest person ever admitted to
the New Orleans Cente( for the
Creative Arts, a peforming arts high
school. At the same time she was attendiry.g her regular high school 1rt the
mornings .

I

•

'
1

Aspirin!( vocalist sets sights on stardom_
By R. Tim Gibbs

I,

Tempo

•

''The most difficult part ot· atten. ding both schools was fifiding time
for myself. I enjoyed the performing
arts school because it dealt with
something that interested me,"
Sutherland said.
Sutherland was raised by her
mother after her parents divorced
when she was five years old. Her
mother, Judith Beauchamp, is an
engineer working in New Orleans.
Pier father, Robert Sutherland, is a
photographer living and working in
Holland . Although neither of
Sutherland's parents was involved in
music, she says they,have been a great
encouragement .
''They are always there for me,
whether it's making arrangenrents or
helping me work out problems,'' she
said. Another source of her support
is from her agent Relando Rey. ''He
is my uncle and does most of my professional booking," she said.
This young aspiring .jazz artist has
opened for George Benson in Los
Angeles and sang with the Marlon
Jordan Quintet, who toured Tokyo
with Miles Davis.
She also performed at an awards
presentation for Ossie Davis and
Ruby Dee where they were fionored
by the Amistad Research Foundation, a group that supports black
arts, at Tulane University in New
Orleans.
Sutherland said she chose Carnegie
Mellon first because of a classical
vocal scholarship she received and
because of their highly ranked fine
arts department .
''I enjoyed my' friends and professors at Carnegie Mellon,''
Sutherland said. However, she felt
limited by che school's approach to
teaching. ''Everything was cut and
dry . There was no cultural develop-
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see Sutherland, page 13
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Dance world mourns loss of influential choreographer

.1 '

By Tracy Hopkins
•
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Sutherland
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MoviE TiMES

CIMplu. Odeotl Ordt Jt•llifer
S2S2 Wisconsin Ave. NW .
Dad (PG) 2: 1'.5, 4:4S, 7:1S, 9:4S.
Harlem NJ&litl (R) Fri .-Sun . 2, 4:30, 7, 9:30.

AMC UIU.oo ShlliOD 9
I
Lower lcvcJ Union Station, Fiest St. and Mass.
Ave . NE .

N•tioaal Lampooa's O......_ Vacado•
(PG-13) 1:10, 4: 10, 6:50, 9:20. Sat. and Sun .
12, 2, 4:20, 6:SO, 9:20.
Wu of tllle Ro. (R) Fri.-Sun. 1:20, l :SO, 4:20,
4:40, 7, 7:20, 9:20, 10.
Crimes ud Mildeme11•on (PG-JJ) Fri .-Sun .
I :SO, 4:SO, 7:20, 10.
Harlem N!ptl (R) Fri.-Sun . I, 4, 6:40, 9:20.
Look Wlto's T•lklna (PG.13) Fri.-Sun. s. 7:20,

'

a.tpla Odto• Clrdr: Uptowa
· 3426 Conntticut Ave. NW
saee1 M r • (PG.13> 1:1s. 9:4s. Sat.-Sun.
1:30, 4: , 4:4'.5, 7, 7:1S, 9:4'.5 .
Wu or tltt Reen (R) 7, 9:30. Sat. and Sun.
l : IS, 4, 7, 9:30.
.Siie Dnl (PG.13) 7:30, 9:'.50. Sat .-Sun. I, 3: 10,
'.5:20, 7:30, 9:SO.

Clarpk1. Odtoa Otck D•po•t

a.tplu Odeoa WiKoula Ave. C:iaemu
4000 Wiscom.in Ave. NW
·
Siie DtYil (PG-IJ) No pas5es . Fri.-Thu. 1:30,
4, 4:30, 7, 7:1'.5, 9:30, 9:4S, ll :SS.
w.,. of tltt •~ (R) No ,.·eta. Fri.-Tlll•.
l:ll, 4, 4:lt, 7:15, t:Jt,. 9:45, 11:55.
Al Dop Go to HN;Vt9 (G) Fri:-Thu . l ; l'.5,
3: 1'.5, S: lS.
Nada•·' l.ampoo•'a Oriatsua Vaa.doa
(PG-13) Fri.-Thu. No passes , I: 10, 3:20, '.5:30,
7:40, 9:SO, 12.
.
'ht FalMslou Baku Boya (R) Fri.-Sun. 7:20,
9:'.5'.5, 12: 10.

1350 19 St . NW
Crimes •ad Mlldtmeuon (PG- 3) Fri .-Thu .
1:4'.5, 4:3'.5, 7:4'.5, 9:50, ll :S'.5
Sn of Lovt (R) Fri.·Thu. 1:30 4:20, 7:10.
9:30, 11 :4'.5 .
Sitt 'Dnil (PG-13) Two screens . Fri.·Thu I,
3:10, '.5:20, 7:30, 9:40, 11 :4'.5 .

lt-B .Ctnbnu
3040 M St . NW
Sled M....,.lea (PG-13) 4:SS, 7:20, 9:4'.5 . Sat.
and Sun. 12: 1S, 2:3S, 4:'.5'.5, 7:20, 9:45. •
WU' of t1tt Rota (R) S:04, 7:30, 9:'.5, 12: 15.
Sat .-Sun. 2:4S. S:OS, 7:30, 9:S'.5, 12: 1'.5 .

9:SO.

Sled M•1•olias (PG-13) Fri.-Sun. 1:40, 4:30,
7: 10, 10:10.
AU Dot'• Go To Httivt• (G) l : lq, 3. Sat. and
Sun . 12: 10, 2.
11H Uttle MtrmUd (G) I, J, S, 1, 9. Sat . and
Sun, 12, I :4'.5 , 3:30, S:JO, 7:20, 9:10.

.I
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'
lvin Ailey had vision,
talent and spirit. He gave the
world dance choreography that
''spoke to black people,'' yet had
a univf.rsal appeal. Many claim
this universality was what made
Ailey a genius .
To be able to take the culture
and years of struggle of one race
and integrate it into classical
dance, a primarily EuropeanAmerican creation, takes the im agination and creativity of a
dynamic individual.
Until his death last Friday from
a rare blood disorder that affects
the bone marrow and red blood
cells, Ailey was crowned as such
an individual.
The 58-year-old artist was
respected as an innovator of black
dance . Last year, Ailey was
awarded the Kennedy Center
Honors from former President
Ronald Reagail and receivec;l New
York City's Handel Medallion for
achievement in the arts.
· Other honors awarded to Ailey
include the 1987 Samuel H .
Scripps American Dance Festival
Award, the 1979 Capezio Award
and the 1975 Dance Magazine
Awar~ . In 1976, he was awarded
t~e Sp1ngarn !"i~dal from the Nat1onal Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

He had also received honorary
doctorates from Princeton University, Bard College and Adelphi_
University.
·1
Ailey's work has had a great impact on members of the dance
world , many of whom are
members of the Howard University communitv .
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·Cristal Baron

Cristal Baron, a senior in the
School of Commu ni cations,
studied at · the Alvin Ailey Dance
Center in New York C::ity. She said
Ailey has had a significant influence in the creativity and shape
of the art of black dance.
''Alyin Ailey came about at a
time when black dancers were not
respected in the world of classical
dance because they thought they

were not built like classical
danc~s: thin and frail .," Baron

chl reography were influenced by
Ailey's dance compan,Y, The Alvin
11 1 1 1
11
s3 1H ~ " • '' ll}I, r. :,,,, iu . .; i ·'
Ailij~rJ<r1\9 Da'nce JheatCt' ~,_,
01 1
'ifkeCPiflg''iri'lH~' SPi~t~h.1Fitt' < fff ' Ha.V'c!, bCCn inflJCriCed '- b\ -rl
black awareness :.>3.ntl ·black Con- · Ailey as a result of watching his t: 1•
sciousness that was peaking
coinpany perform for the past 20
around the time Ailey started his
years," Perpenc.r said. ''Ailey
company, he showed that we have
drJw upon a number of dance
our own traditiOns and can incortechniques and styles to fulfill h.is
porate these traditions into
goal of presenting the black exclassical dance," said the HO\\'ard
perience through dance, and that
Dance linsemble member .
democracy of style was what made
Baron said Ailey has been an inhim unique .''
spiration to her becau se he
Alvin Ailey embarked on his
"catapulted the success of black
dahce career in 1948 as a student
dancers in the dance industry.
at the Lester Horton Dance
"Ailey had a philosophy that
Theater in Los Angeles.
d
b· d
d
recognize Strengt In ance, an
he used the physical strength of his
dancers to parallel the strength of
the black community."
t~ibution
Howard dance instructor John
Perpener said he too has been affected by Ailey.
''Alvin Ailey's contribution to
the world of dance is inestimable.
What he did for dance" was. so
great that no value can be placed
on it," he said.
Perpener also studied at the
Alvin Ailey Dance Center in New
York and received a dance
~ohn Perpener
scholarship from che .institution,
which inspired him to further his
IBy 1958 • Ailey had
dance traini!1S·
choreographed his first concert
Perpener,~ an instructor in the
College of Fine Arts, says that his
personal dance techniques and
see- Aile)·. page 13

·
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Naturals express African-Arlleric an culture
By Carla Staples
Hilltop Staff Rcpor1cr
•

Running out of the rain, s1tt1ng
. under a hair dryer and complaining
about unmanageable, kinky hair
sprouting from the edges of their hair
lines are not their style.
African-American women are
wearing the ''naps'' happily and proudly for all to see.
The proud women step across this
very campw wearing short, chemically untreated hairstyles or naturals,
and they· want people to understand
that this hairstyle is more than a mere
trend.
''It's all about cull!Jre," said
Tiyika Tonge, a senior in the School
of Communications.
''I wanted to get into myself. I said
to myself, 'If you think this way and
you eat this way, then why don't you
wear your hair this way?' ''
Tonge described herself as a ''slave
to a pe1111'' for three years who decid•. ed to take a deep lock at herself
inside.
''It wasn't the real me,'' said the
bronze com~lexioned, S'3'' student.
''It's just like when white people
perm their hair to get it curly."
When she decided to wear her hair
short, Tonge said dealing with the
reactions and comments from her
family and friends turned out to be
'

her biggest problem .
- '' Reactions like 'Oh, my God!' or
'W hat' s up, homeboy?' from colleagues and locals around campus
have been the most painful and
shocking.
''Some went as far as to say th::tt
l wished t~at I was a guy,'' she said.
But in spite of the ignorance and verbal comments, Tonge said she will
continue to wear her hairstyle
because of the proud feeling she has
attributed to her· natural .
''It's a glowing feeling on the inside, and the positive things people
have to say overshadow the bad
ones,'' she said. ''Some guys greet me
as a 'sister .' I feel bad that some people will never know or understand .
''It feels good not to wake up
knowing you have to curl your hair
and get burn marks on your head and
neck . . . just wash it and get up
and go.''
Retha K. Powers, a junior in the
School
of Communications,
remembers
being
called
''Buckwheat'' and ''Aunt Jemima."
''On campus, I walked by a couple of girls ihat said, 'Oh, she's just
a bit nappy,' '' Powers said.
She has worn a short n:itural for
the past five years and said that some
people are eager to comment on her
hair, but ''don't know what to say,''
or label it as ''interesting.''

'
•

plsoto -.,

To women lib Effie Johns, a natural is more than a
Powers rel.erred to the Bible, while
reflecting on perms. ''In a Biblical
sense, God created us in his own image. If you should try to alter
yourself by perming your hair, l feel
that you are calling God ugly ."

f~
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She said perming hair shows a
sense of inferiority on the pan of thf. African· Amcrican woman.
Stt

Naturals, past tJ
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Drqnk d11·vers threat to seasonal travelers
By Eugene Reynolds

.

• CHART FOR RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE WHO MAY
SOMETIMES DRIVE .AFTER DRINKING!

Hilltop Staff \Rcporter.

APPROXIMATE BLOOD ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE

Throughout theii college care rs,
students are given the-0p'portunit~ to
experience many things. ' Drinking
alcohol is one of them.
During the holiday season, as
students celebrate with family and
friends, these drinking experienCes
will escaJate and may result in careless

Drtnk1
1
2
3

•
5

driving which can lead to serious and

6

often fatal car crashes.
Last yea~. 23,535 people died , in

7
B
9
10

alcohol related crashes and another
560,000 were injured. These deaihs
constituted 49.6 percent of the t~al
fatal traffic accidents in the nation.
''We call them crashes bei;;aUse
they can be prevented if people ~o
not drink and drive. A~cidents on ~Q.e
other hand cannot be prevented,''
said Sally Strout, chapter ddministrator for the Nonhern Virgi~a
Mothers Against Drunk Dtivi'.ng

I

I

(MADD).
According to Strout, every j23
minutes a person dies in an alcohol
related crash.
However, a recent survey of ~00
students, conducted on campus, indicates that some students do not r'~l
that alcohol consumption and possible consequences aie a problem. ·
A large percentage of Howard
students drink alcohol, mainly on lhe
weekends-, consuming approximately three or four drinks at a time.
Some students have said that
drinking helps relieve some of ~e

!.
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'

SUREST POLICY IS ... DON'T DRIVE AFTER DRINKING!
)

'

pressures that accompany being in
college~ altho1.4gh the medical socie- ,
ty has disproven this belief.
·
Russell Carter, a senior political
science majo~ believes that drinking
· h'as a lot to ao with relieving stress.
''I feel that the students who drink
do it to relieve the tension and
pressure of the preceding week of
classes,'' he said.
According to Officer Bob Wall of
the Traffic and Safety Division in
- Washington, D.C., alcohol con. sumption increases over the holiday
season resulting in a larger number of
alcohol related crashes.

According to Wall, compared to
the summer months, June and July,
December is ·one of the biggest
months for alcohol related crashes.
To decrease the number of crashes
during the holidays, Wall said that
the regional police forces of Virginia,
Maryland and the District have put
into effect numerous programs.
A region -wide crack-down on
drunk drivers, publi c service announcements, and free rides home
throughout the holiday season for individuals too intoxicated to drive
have been included .

ACcording to Wall, the theme for
this year is ''Make it home for the ..
holidays. Don't drink and drive.''
On campus, the Howard University Drug Educil_tion and Prevention
Program (HUDEPP) is working to
combat the increase in alcohol consumption over the holiday break by
creating a Safe Holidays Committee.
''The committee deals specifically
with keeping sJudents safe over the
holidays,'' said Dr. Michael Barnes,
director of HUDEPP .
According to Barnes, the committee has the responsibility of sending
students off on their break with a safe
holiday message, ''to come back
physically, mentally, and emotionally
in one piece.''
•

In the past, HUDEPP has sponsored alcohol-free holiday send-offs
and distributed promotion cups and
bookmarks stressing students to stay
drug and alcohol-free.
This year, due to a shonage of time
and~ lack of funds, programs for the
ChriStmas break holiday could not be
implemented.
In the meantime Barne~aid that
''the committee is planning pibgrams
for the upcoming spring break holiday.''
According to Barnes, the goals of
HUDEPP are to create a university
wide norm that alcohol and drug
abuse are detrimental to the growth
and potential of students and to
create a drug-free environment at
Howard Unive·rsily.

Doctors prescribe Retin-A to combat skin problems
By Erica Miller
Hilltop Staff Reporter

I•

•

·
·1 k, ·
d
· kl
A cne, 01 y s tn an wr1n es fre
prevalent ski n problems that h"-ve
troubled individuals for years. lfhe
medical field has developed hope for
these dilemmas in the form o~ a
medication called Retin-A .
I
Retin-A is a topically applied
cream, also available in gel and liquid
forms, containing tretinoin (retohic
acid, Vitamin A) .
This chemical is an active soul'ce
that decreases the abnormality lof
follicular epithelial cells, or cellular
tissues covering surfaces of the bo(iy.
Harold R . Minus, chairman of lhe
Derm~9\ogy Department at Howard
University Hospital, says, that jhe
prescribes Retin-A to his patients ror
the treatment of acne, blackher tls
and oily skin.
.
''It drys the skin of excess oil nd
increases the eliminatio-n , of
blackheads. It can be used or
wrinkles, but I don't prescribe ~ to
my patient s [for wrinkl~sJ, '' Minus
said.

''Usage for the treatment of
wrinkles has caused burning and irritation to those applied skin areas,''
he added .
Although Retin-A is a commonly
used drug,' it has been a reported
cause of severe irritation to sensitive
and eczematous skin.
During early treatment, a visible
e~acerbation, or inflammatory lesion, may occur.
According to the Physician's Desk
Reference for Nonprescription
Drugs , this is due to the medicine acting on deep, previously unseen,
lesions .
This occurrenCe is not an alarming
problem and discontinuation of the
medicine is not necessary .
,.
" ..1
If severe irritation' and peeling at
the site of application persist , it is
recommended that the medication be
discontinued .
According to Minus, results of the
medicine may vary among patients.
'' Results may be seen in two to three
weeks, but more than six weeks of
usage is required for definite effects
to be seen,'' he said .

.
pholo b)' Sranct Milton Ntal

Retin-A is a medication prescribed by physicions for wrinkles and acne.
Prescriptions usually include in - Reference.
Alex Green, a freshman, and Erik
structions indicating that Retin-A
1
should be applied once a day to the Brimmer, a jul)ior; botl1 agrCe that
skin areas where acne lesions appear . Retin-A is effectiveie treating acne.
'' 11 worked well when I used it for
HoweveF, excessive applications of
the medicine will not cause more annoying pimples. I saw results as
early as the next morning,'' Greene
rapid results to occur.
said.
Overall, Retin-A has been proven
Exposure to sunlight should be
minimized while using Retin-A.
beneficial fpr the treatment of acne
Abundant exposure to the sun,
and excess oil when used properly.
during the use of this medici ne, ma)' Individuals using this product should
enhance cancer-causi ng effects on the take extreme care and caution during
skin, according to 1he Ph ys ici'an' s llsage.

HU pharmacists

1tre11

verbal

~inforcem,nt

with_ written directions.

Just what the doctor ordered?
Patients ignore medical directions, study says
By Stacey J. Phillips

In an effort to promote comHilltop Scaff Reporter
pliance, Howard pharmacists give
''verbal reinforcement in addition
to the written directions,'' Harris
Do you always follow your doc- said
tor's and pharmacist's instructions
Conversely, many patients overfor taking medication? If you have medicate themselves, falsely thinktrouble remembering when, or if, ing that if a single.dose is good, a
you took your last dose, you are double or triple dose is better.
not alone .
'
According to the AP A, patients
A study conducted by the in this category will often use the
American
Pharmaceutical over-the-counter or expiered
Association indicates that that 50 prescriptions thinking that these
to 90 percent of all patients take will idcrease the effectiveness of
100 little or too much medication.
their current prescriptions.
Doctors call this widespread
A wide range of people are nonproblem ''noncompliance.''
compliant. Elderly patients who
During a busy day it is easy to live alone, busy mothers whose
forget a dose of medication. · children need fnedication, exHowever, medical researchers stu- ecutives who are constantly on the
dying noncompliance report that run, and college students who
it is not the only reason doses are simply forget all fit the description
missed.
for noncompliance.
Experts estimate that 1nonSome people assume that
compliance is responsible for the
prescription drugs are bad for
death of more than I 00,000 peo-·
them or are embarassed by the ~act
pie annually, close to the number
that they _are required to take
of people that die in car accidents.
medicine . ·
Howard pharmacists reccomThere are also those who simpmend keeping track of the medicaly don't want to admit that they
tions, reading the labels carefully
need medication, believing that if
and taking medicine according to
they ignore the problem it will go
the directions .
away.
"An alarm clock may be helpful
If a patient takes too little
for those who have to take
medicatiqn 1 the doctor may
medications around the clock, like
anti~li,OtiC..,','·)Harris said.
~iStakenlX assume ,that the
Ncftl&ntpliilhce is a growing
medlelitlbii ls-ni>t edtitrt>lling the
oondition.
concern amOng members of the
He might increase the dosage or
medical community.
prescribe a stronger medication,
It ntjt only leads to additional
\l/hi r-';: may be stronger than the
medictt.l problems and increased
medical expenses but, in
• ..1.tient really needs and might
thousands of cases, to complicaeven cause adverse side-effects.
tions resulting in hospitalization.
''It really is a problem with people taking their medicine accorAccording to Harris, treatments
ding to directions," said Wyniece
can not and will not be successful
if patients forget or refuse to take
Speed Harris, a Howard University pharmacist .
their medication .

,
"

'
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Dental care *
*
SEASON'S GREETiNGS
!
necessary f olr :•
.
'
*
healthy smile· ******************************~
'·
By Donya Gardner
Hilltop Staff Reporter!

A Post-Baccalaureate Program
in Liberal Arts

•

Brushing daily , limiting the intake of sweets and junk food one
might think they would never fcrll
prey to something so common as
gum disease .
It has been estimated that mor;e
than half of all American adults
above age 18 have signs of, cit
least, the early stages of periodoOtal (gum) disease, according to ttie
American Dental AssociatioO .
However, most do not know it:
It is considered to be a s neak ~ ,
insidious disease that develoif
sl.owly over many years and causc;s
v1nually no pain in its early stage&.·
In fact, according to the ADA!,
the disease may go undetected and
accounts 1 for 70 percent of all
tooth loss .
]
And, by the time a person learns
· that he or she has the disease, it 5
often too ~ate to save all of their
teeth.
I
Gum Ctisease can occur at any
age. Children as young as five or
six may show signs of the disease,.
''I've treated patients as young :
as 12 years old," said Alphonso ·
Davidson, D.D .S . , an oral
surgeon 1who has been practicing
dentistry in the District for the last
l 8 years .
David son referred' to gum
disease as a'n ' 'equal opportunitf
disease
that
does
not'
discriminate".''
The underlying cause of this
oral disorder is plaque, the
bacteria that accumulates on the
surfaces of teeth, between thf'
teeth and along the g\Jm line .
Plaque can make the gurq.
tissues tender, swollCn and prone
to bleeding. Left unremoved, plaque will harden into calculus, or
tartar, which collects above an~
below the gum tissues causing further irritation.
The gum's reaction to the

FofBl°'ogy, Chemistry, Economics, Mathematics. and Physics
'

•

•

-

•
'

Wayn• Slate Unlv..tty lsselectlngstudents fof~ l'X0-91 Post·
Boccalcueote Progrcrn
ml·
natty and dlsoc:tvontaged students of hlgi potentlol who Intend to s:x..nue doctoral Sfudy.
The program Is prhlorlty designed for students who ore
members of racial or ethnic
groups thot rove trodlllonalty

'°'

·~eddlsctlrrr.afton.

Se-

lected stud6nts In Biology.
Olem&try. Economb. Moltiemotlcs , pnd Physb \llrll recetv9
one yearotU ~ (hJtlon,

o

12-mon"111fpendof~OJ(J

mo'81y sa.soo. and

I
I
I
I

fad to Wcryre Stote's Ph.D. proQl'0m, 'With Si...pport JJ(ovldad
dL.rlng the period of 1helr graduate studies:
Applicants shot.Id hold the
Bachelor's degr99 (or expect to
receive It before September 1.
19ro). and must hove honor
point averages not /owBf tnon
2.5 on a 4.0 scale.
To receive on applk:atlon,
pleo$e complete doupon and
moM to:
Pott-laccalo...-eale Program
In Uberal Arts

'

•

Howard University Hospital and its
staff invite all new and returning students to
take advantage·of our full-service, state-ofthe-art medical facilities ...
Doctors' hours ~re 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, 36.5 days a year.
If you should need us, for any reason,
we are always in the office.

,.... Ba,.p ShOfp

f'Tl9dk:d
b«"leml). tr they successtuty
comptete the post-boccolou-

Wayne state Urlverslty
Ofllce or the Provost

reofe Y*Jr. They wll be odrnll·

Telephone: {313) 577·2309

Detroit' tv11chlgan 48202

---------------------fhe the

Tes, I cm lnter•ted In
Post-Boccal01.Xeote program 1n
1 Liberal Artl. PleoM Mnd me more lnformatton cind on appYcatton .

Name

·

I

•

•
•

I

I
I

Appffcdlon Deadline: March 12, 1990

----------------------

[HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

I

•

(202) 865-6100

see .1Teetb, page 13
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Coaches of the

. .,

first wi~

•

I

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Many wondered whether the
Howard University football team
would be able to overcome the loss
of nine key starters the end of lasl
ieason and be prepared for this
season under a rookie coach's
guidance-Steve Wilson.
It appears that the previous concerns were in vain. Wilson not only led the Bison to a winning
season, but also achieved the'
distinction of being named the
Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference

Hilltop Staff Reporter

lt was a close game Tuesday night
-for the Howard University i men'S

basketball team as they squeezed past
the Huskies of Northeastern t!Jniver-

sity, 80-74, winning their first game
of the year and breakiitg a five-game
losing streak dating back to last

season.
Northeastern, who was picked by
many to win the North Atlantic Con-

ference Championship, mad.f up a
nir;i.e-point deficit in the sCconkl half.

'

"

The Bison held on and regained the
lead --whe'l forward Charlie ' Chase
scored a basket with I :02 lefi lon the
clock, putting Howard ahead qy two.
Foul shots by starting guard Martin
Huckaby and starting forward Kevin
Kirven secured the win for Howard
as the last 20 seconds ticked o ff the
clock.
Howard was led by Huckaby, \vho
contributed a game-high 22 points,
and Kirven, with 18 points an;d nine
rebounds.

•

oholn bv James Bolden

Wilson's Bison got off too greot start winning their first game of the season.
During the fiPst· half, tt1e Bison
broke away from the Hu skies with a
9-0 run after the score· was tied 27-27.
The Bison led at halftime , 43-34.
Howard was also able 10 shu1down George Yuille, the confere11cc's
leading scorer averag,ng 25.3 points
per game, limiting him to 16 :-ooin1s.
'' 1-t was 1 a good win for us,''
Huckaby s'id: ''We needed to 'vi11.

\Ve executed \\'el l, \vor ked hard, and
got the best out of Ollr players. 1 f~el
\\'Ch~ve a good Chance of '''inning the
MEAC this year because we're learning from our mistakes .··
This year's. Bison are very young,
but Head Coach A. B. \V illia n1son
believes his team is capable Of
meeting the cxhal\enge.
see Basketball, page 13

should receive most
for his award.

Or the credit

"The team really played well offensively and defensively'' said
~ilson. ''The team work~ hard
1n areas were we felt we needed to
improve, and .everday we did improve. ''
Wilson and his club ended the
1989-90 season with a 8·3 record.
His victories include a win over
MEAC champion Delaware State.
He feels that the team worked
hard for its success.
''We felt good going into the
game against Delaware. We showed a lot of character being down
14-0 against the conference champions, and I feel that the win was
a very good cap ·to a very rewar·
ding season,'' Wilson said.
Wilson
took
time
to
acknowledge the efforts of his
team members.
''We were aggressive on defensive. We had a lot of new people
playing that did an outstanding
job on tile field.
''OffensivelY .we had good runners. J .J . Carpenter, Rodney
Magum , and Eris Parish.
[Quarterbacks} Donald Carr and

~-

''When we have a situation like
that, the best thing you can do is
put your feet forward and work
hard, and that' s what we tried to
do." said the 32-vear-old Wil1:on .
Wilson received four ·o t· seven
fi rst-place votes and 403 po"ints.
Former Howard coach Ed Wyche
\vho is now head coach of th~
Morgan State Bears, was second
wi~h two first-place votes and 211
po1n1s.
Wilso n, a 10-year NFL veteran
' who ended his career as a defensive back for the Denver Broncos,
said lhat he is honored to have
been chosen.
''It's always a great honor to be
co nsidered for thi s postion," said

-

.

Ueorge Humes did a good job of

of moving the ball. We should get
better as time goes along,'' Wilson
)aid.
Wilson not only gave recognition to the team, but praised his
new staff.
''The key to a football team is
having people who can teach,'' he
said. ''The staff has done an excellent job of teaching the team,
and the team has been able to
grasp everything.''
Wilson is already preparing for
next season and has begun
recruiting for next year's team.
Wilson has a simple stragedy
which he constantly expresses to
the Bison: ''Have fun. If you have
fun you sometimes wind up doing
better. The key to any game is to
have fun.''

l

Lady Bison benefit from Spencer's dedication

Wrestlers
pin Norfolk
By Margaret. Da\·is

Howard graduate, the team

(MEAC) "Coach of the Year."

With 9:13 remaining, the Huski~s .
(1-3), trailing 59-50, outscoljed the
Bison (1 -2) 19-10 over the nex~ seven
minutes, tying the score at 69 .
.

Wilson. People had to do a lot .
This is a team hOnor.'' he said.
According to Wilson. a 1971

By Jeannie Moore

By Jeannie Moore

•

J:

Wilson overcomes obstacles in first season

HU victorious, 80- 74

•

ear

Christopher Ta)'lor

8)'

Tyler, the women's basketball
coach at Howard.
Since her arrival as a student in
1971, She _has made significant
co ntributions to the athletic
program .
A native of Hampton, Va .,
Spencer attended McKinley Tech

Hilltop Staff Reporter
•

•

I

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•
Three back-to-back - pins, high
scoring and excellent execution led
·the Howard University wrestling
team to another victory, upsetting the
Norfolk State Spartans 44-5, Satur;
day in Howard' s Burr Gynasium.
Derrick Colton, a 150..l poµnd
junior, refused to be intimid<;lted by
his heavier opponent., Freeze
photo by James 811iden
McCarter. Colton hoisttd McCarter ,
above his head, threw him, do/.vn and Adding another win to their record, Howard wrestlers crushed Norfolk State.
pinned the Norfolk wreSt le~ in 35
Second-year team captain Micl1ael
A lthough 135-po11 nd senior Marseconds .
j
''Popps'' Park s sho,ved the Sparta11s tin P. Gooden SL1ffcred a \vrist injt1ry
i11 practice, lie \.,as able to execute
''When I picked him up , l was try- no mercy, pinnin$ Norfolk wrestler
ing to get him in a_position to pin," Michael Reeves w1tl1 I : 50 ren1aini11~ \ve il enough to defea1 oppo11ent
Albert Smilh, 17-2, adding five
Colton said. ''I used m yi brute in the first period.
The 167-pound Parks flipped
points to the tca111 score.
strength, held his arms down and
Reeves
on
his
back
a11d
drove
his
Gooden took co11trol early i11 the
that' s all she wrote .''
first period '''ith a takedo,,·11 for two
First-time wrestler Brian Jones, a chest and shoulders into Ree,'es'
158-pQund junior ,.attained his first- chest. The excited cro,vd cheered points and l\VO near1falls for six
''pin, pin, pin'' as Parks forced poi11t s to fi11isl1 leading 8-1.
ever pin of an oppdnent, crushing
Ree,'es to give in, recording his seIn the scco11d pcrio(I Goode 11
Norfolk State's Jeffrey Padgett, 7-1
cond
dual-mee{
victor)'
of
the
season.
\vasted little tin1c, forcit1g d0\\'11
at the end of the first period and
''The overal l perforn1 ance of the Smith -,,.ith tnoves that rccei\Cd
eventually pinning him in the second.
team was a lit{ le higher," said !1igl1cr scores.
,
•
''I \Vas out to clen1o lish 111y oppo''I s<it out of footbaJI this semester Howard head coach Paul Cotton .
' ' I'm very picky-t here \Vere a lot nen! and the score sho\vS it,'· Gooden
and started wrestling for the first time of mistakes out there . I want my
said. ''I 1hi11k about executing r11y
in my life in October," Jones said.
''I feel good about my win, but that team to be able to \vrestle on 1he national level like Iowa or Oklal1oma," see \Vreslling, page 13
doesn't mean I'm going to ~elax."
he said.

After a football team wins the
SuperbO\\'I, it is common practice
for someone to seek out the star
player and ask him how he pla'n s
10 celebrate. Usually the reply is:
' ' I'm going to Di sneyland!''
High School.
But that's not the case with
Following graduation, She
Ho,vard Universi ty volleyball
hoped to attend the University of
coach Linda Spencer . After havCa lilfornia at Berkeley, but
ing
a
'' . . . m y mom wanted me to
successful season and being namstay in this area, so I decided on
ed
coach
of the
year,
Howard .' '
_
Spencer \\'Ould mos1 probably say :
After
rece'iving
her
''l'n1 going to basketball prac~n~ergraduate degree in physical
tice!''
1
iJ!~tioµ, , :ipencv rt;1trneI1, to '. •
Spc11cer has the additional tas'k
~ve a master's degree m special
of being an assistant to Sanya "" Ccllication.
-

\\'hy Travel To

,'
'

Uncla Sp1ncer
Spencer's coaching career began
as a volunteer with the women's
basketball program nine years
ago . Prior to that position, she
had been the volleyball coach at
Walt Whitman High School in
Spencer, page 13
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''Popps '' has grip on the competition
BJ Tblaa Denlcotte
Hilkoo &arr.._....

Standing-out the rest is
not unusual for Michad '"Popps''
Parks, a three.time Mid·Eastern
Athletic Conference (MBAC)
runner·uP and tw<Hime runner-up 1
in the Millersville Tournament for
wrestling. ·
A senior finance
Parks
exceUs in academjcs, as
u on
the wrestling mat. He is currently
attendina Howard on Scliolarship
and is maintaining a 3.1 g.p.a.
In tile team's laS). two meets
oplnst Coppin State and. Norfolk
State, Parks excelled in biJ mat·
ches. Aplmt Coppin he won 19-9

maj:il

Chicago, Ill., Parks began wrestl-

''I needed a boost and coach
Cotton did it for me,'' he said.
''He knew what to say to make.me
work even harder. l attribute my
success mostly to him.''
''His work habits right now
distinguish him from the other
members on the team,'' Cotton
said. ''He's serious about what
he's doing, and he wants to improve in each match.''

ing during his first year of high
school. ''It was something to do
to keep me out of trouble," he

Parks is working towards a goal
of Being an Alt-American wrestler.

and against Norfolk he pinned his
opponent for the victory with 1:50
remaining in the first perio'd.
''It's safe to say that Parks is
the No. 2 player on the team,''
said Head Coach Paul Cotton.
''I've seen a tremendous change in
Michael over the last four years.
He's gotten better. mentally and·
'physically.'' A native of

said.
According to Parks, this was the
first year that he ever had a losing
record. 1-
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Now carrying th.e best selection o
How·a rd University
shirts, pants, sweats and hats
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''It's a Sacrifice waking up at 6

lI

a.m-;"f but you're doing something

you want to do.''
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Flagball's:!, Renegades defeat Hellraisers, 22-12
By Tisha Derricotte
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Although they did not receive the
turnout a Howard University Bison
football game usually musters,
Howard 's Intramural Flagball
Championship, Sunday, proved to be
an entertaining blend of excitement
and sportsmanship as the Renegades
defeated the Hellraisers to end the
season No. 1 in tp.e eight-team league.

The Renegade.5 (8-1) overcame an
error-plagued JJl:rfonnance early in
the game to beat'the Hellraisers (7-2)
by a final score of 22-l:i. ·
Hellraiser set\f>rs Barry Thompson
8:nd Ricky Ma;W returned interceptions for 2S anC.,3S yyd.l..after a pair
of errant Renegade pU~. ·
Trailing J2-8, the Renegades made
the adjustments they felt ·were
necessary to enhance their level of

'

play.

.

•

.''Toward lhe end of t,he ganre, I
felt we needed a little motivation ''
said junior Renegade coach Bo M~r
tin . ''We ,rhade a change in quarterbacks and luckily it worked .''
The team responded strongly with
a 40 and 32-yard touchdown by Martin. An Aselmo Gord9n score,
followed by Pat Moore's after-point
rounded-out the game's scoring.
''It was really an exciting year for
flag-football-the biggest year we've
ever had, '' said Herb Thompson
director of intramural sports.
'
This year the intramural flagball
team received new amenities, consisting of a new score board,
qualified officials and tee-shirts for
all of the league's team members.
''Next year we're looking forward
to an extended schedule and more
teams,'' Thompson said. ''My goal
is to have a nag-football team for
women.''

•

This is the second year for intramuraI .nagball al Howard .''
Some of the players felt the low attendance at this year's championship
was due to the bad weather. Still,
Sunday's support was larger than last
year's game.
Next year Thompson 1s planning
games against other schools, includ ing the University of Maryland .
Renegades had gone to the championship last year, but Jos• to the
Warriors. With the win from Sunday
the Renegades seem very confident
about the upcoming season.
''There's no doubt that we can go
back to the championship next year
and win,'' Martin said.
As the leading scorer of the game,
Martin was named the unofficial
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Wrestling

'.

continued from page ll
1

.,==-moves properly when 1 get out there
,/.. on the mat."
1

Clifton Grant, ·a 1987 NCAA

Teeth

--

Sophomore Stewart Thomas. used
his 126-pound frame effectively,
gaining another victory by wiping out
Thomas Johnson, 17-2.
.
Ileavyweight Gary Brown 1m-

mediately attacked his opponent

Championship qualifierl, just miss~d David Turrentine in the first period.
pinning opponent Marcus Hurdle T<hough Brown took-down Turr~nwith 30 ·seconds left in the third tine four times, each time Turrentine
period. Tl1e "177-pound . senior was able to escape.
bounced-back from a sca~e in the .
However, in Turrentine's attempts
first period to win 9-1 in the third,.
to counteract Brown's moves, he lost
''I felt that I should have done betcrucial time. Brown won the match
ter '' saic! Grant. ''My opp<. .ent was 11-8.
noi up to my level. By this time last
'.'Howard wrestlers need our sup:
year I was ranked in the top 20.
port,'!..said fan Veronica Walton, a
''I can only go up now," he said. jurdor niarketing major. ''They are
Antoine Te'rrell, a 142-pound powerful, enthusiastic, talente; and
junior. clinched his secon,d du~! deserve respect from the s&dent..
match against Norfolk States Chris body."
Pierson, beating him 6-1.
'
Howard will try to post another
''l was more intense it'l our last victory in the win column Saturday,
meet because of the crowd support," as the team takes on LaSalle UniverTerrell said. ''hThe crowd motivat.~s sity in Philadelphia, Pa.

~u!!s::;:~w:;e"-n~ee~d~tl)e.im!l.!l£O~S!,!U!IP!IP~o:ir._1~"!!'.-·- - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - \

Spencer

fl

. h.

''~ndasateam,weare 1rst1n It·

continued from page 12
As the Howard women's athletic
program expanded, Spencer, a
former team captain for the Lady
Bison basketball team , assumed an
additional role as the head volleyball
coach in 1986.
Her coaching record for· the past
three years are 20-8, 15-20 and 23-10.
''We have been able to get excellent talen1, ''Spencer said. ''Reinforcing this statement are juniors
Marie Romulus and Nocola Thompson, who are first and third in hit1ing
percentage in the nation .

ting percentage,'' she said.
Spenser feels that volleyball is not
given enough attention on th.e east
coast.
·
''Kids should have better volleyball
programs in the D.C. area_, especially at the junior high and high school
levels, " She said.
' 'To improve the sp~rt, more
seminars are needed . This 1s because
volleyball is better on the west
coast," she said .
, . Howard Spons Information Direc. tor Edward Hill feels that Spencer's . .
effons are the reason for her success.
' 'Linda Spencer's dedication and
hard work are evidenced by the success of both the women 's volleyball
team and basketball also .''

technique, flap curettage, is recommended to reach the other harder to
get to diseased tissues,'' he added

''Prevention is the key to suc-

coritinued from page 11
'

The gum's reaction to the bacteria
is gingivitis, an inflamation of the

gums.

''Gingivitis is the only stage that
can be· reversed through a regular
program of brushing and flossing and
visits to the dentist for routine screening and preventive dental counseling," Davidson said.
But,. when left unchecked,
gingivilis may develop inlo periodontal disease, creating more damage to
the gums.and supporting bone structure and eventually tooth loss.
The treatment used on a patient
with periodontal disease depends on
how far the. di_seas~ has progressed,
Davidsonsaid."Scal1ngandrootplanning are two nofi-surgical procedures
used in con•fentional treatment.
Scaling removes the accumulated
calculus from the teeth and .root planing smoothes the roo.ts and remov~s
toxins embedded 1n the roots
surface.
''Sometimes one or both of these
therapies is all that's necessary,''
Davidson said.
''But for someone diagnosed with
the later ard more deteriorating
stages of tht: di sease, a surgical

cessful co'ntrol of gum disease,'' said
Brian Bouchelion, a third-year student at Howard Dental School, ''and
that's what our program is geared
toward.''
''We work with people dailycorrecting bad habits, teaching proper brushing and flossing techniques

added.

'

Periodontal disease is not in-

evitable. Personal plaque control
along w·ith professional cleanings and

examinations are preventive steps to

Send a
, HILLTOPIC
to the one you love
I

Naturals
continued from page 10

take, according to Bouchelion.

As a part of the prevention program, dentis.t. list war~ing signs that
should not be over-lool':ed: bad odor,
innammation or the gums, bleeding
gums and loose teeth.
'' 'Maybe it will go away' are the
Five most dangerous words in the
English language because once you
get gum disease, it doesn't go away
by itself but must be treated," says
Donald Gardner, D.D.S., an oral
surgeon From Houston Texas.
The best way for one to keep their
mouth in good hea.lthy condition is
to see their dej1tist, brush and floss
regularly and eat right. Doing this
will give a person plenty to smile
abo1;1t.
•

Powers saiQ men don't know how
to approach women with naturals.
''They feel like you are so serious or
that you'll say something like, 'Yes,
there's a war going on.' '' Pamela
Woods a senior in the School of
Comm~nications, said she lacke~ the
emotional support when she decided
to cut her hair.

Make Howard a
Drug-free Zone

Ailey
c&ntinued from page 10

'• •Revelations' is based on
American Negro spirituals that serve
as an exemplar of how ·abstracted
black dance can contextually maintain its ethnicity,'' said Niama Lewis,
a dance instructor and choreographer
in the College of Fine Arts.

•

I

Sutherland
continued from page 10
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Challenging assignments., A dynamic work environment. A?d
talented and ambitious managers andi co-workers who set their
sights as higl1 as you do.
. You'll find it all when you join the $25 billion, Fortune 500
communications management company behind C & P
Telephone. The company? Bell Atlantic, providing everytI:ing
from local telephone service to information and commun1ca, ·
tions syste~ to computer maintenance and software.
And becatise what we offer our customers is so diverse, what
we offer our employees is equally wide-ranging. Like career opportunities for graduates with backgrounds in Business, Finance,
Sales/Marketing, Netv.urk Design, Engineering and Applications
Programming. All from the company that thinks you deserve
more than a good salary ... and delivers more.
C & P Telephone will be conducting on-campus interviews
on Tuesday, February 6. Please see your Career Placement Office for further information. '
.- Affirmative Action/Equal· Opportunity Employer.
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ment goin_g on," she said.
Sutherland decided to leave the
Pittsburgh university because of the
lack of black students and the blatant
racism that she felt existed on
campus.
With these problems facing her
plus the fact that Carnegie Mellon did
not have a vocal jazz study program,
Sutherland decided to transfer to
Howard.

Lewis had the pleasure of being instructed by Ailey at the Clark Center
for theiPerforming Ans in San l(rancisco. Lewis fondly remembers Ailey
as a caring,· inspiring teacher who re·
quired his students to work.
''Alvin Ailey was a warm, sensitive, extremely creative, vivacious
genius,: • 'Slie said. ''He was a demanding but sensitive mentor, who was
aware of what his stude nts'
capabi~ities were.''
Lewis emotionally described how
Ailey's life as an artist affected her
life and those of millions of people
like her.
''M>j lamentation of his death will
fortunately be intertwined with an inner joy! knowing that the perceptions
of Alvjn Ailey have permeated the
plant iri such a manner that his legacy
will livf forever."
She ~aid her education is an important part of her career, but her goal
is ''to be a jazz vocalist and maintain
a business aspect of my profession.''
Singing is only half of what it takes
to have a successful music career,
Sutherland says, while understanding
the money and bookkeeping is the

I

~

other half.
''The more you do for yourself,
the more money you keep.••
This ~oung songstress is very relaxed when discussing stardom. She says
she haslno urge to rush and hit it big.
!'I don't want to reach a peak too
fast," the said. ''I think I'm ready,
but I don'J think I'm ready to be the
boss 0\ Wha{ f'm doing.••
'·· · 1•
I

J,J/11

•

Accqrding to Williamson, there
have not been leaders selected for the
team. ''Leaders will have to come up
themselves by playing a lot,'' he
said."
·
Ju"nior forward Tyrone Powell said
conti nued from page 12 that because of this win, the Bison are
:apable of defeating othe,· teams.
''The conference this year is really
''Northeastern is well known in
tough, and I believe we're ca1>,able of their le~gue and by beating them, wt
winning it all if we keep matunng and proved that we could beat a lot of
getting better," Williamson said.
people,[' he said.
_
Huckaby, who sat out 1'5t season,
''I'm expecting us to play hard and
has been the leading scorer in the last win as many games as possible,''
two games. In the first game against Powell said. ''If we learn how to play
Townson Stite, Huckaby scored 13 togethe~, we would be a much better
points and registered 17 against Con- team."
r
necticut University.
·
Howard's nexti challenge will be
Dec. 8-9 in the Marist Tournament.

Basketball

•

The PhD Pr g~am
in Business ·
1
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''I didn't know how to care for
short hair,'' she said.
Woods also feels if women truly
believe they look better with
straigh~ened hair, then the decision is
theirs. [
•
''I feel some women do want the
'bluest eyes' because they lack sup- port for black beauty," she said
referring to the Toni Morrison book
ab'!Ut
bla~k girl wanting tO be
white.
'j(Perming hair) is a cosmetic, but
don't forget who you are once those
cosmetics are taken off. Don't
neglect lyour true self," WOods said.

I

''Blue's Suite,'' which was set to the'
music of Duke Ellington. However,
to many of Ailey's foll6wers, one of
his most memorable works is entitled ''Revelations .''

•

'
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regular check-ups twice a year.'' he

•

~
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and encouraging them to come in for

=~CJ&:_IP'.._!T~ec!l_i:eJPc!h!Co~
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A PhD ir1business opens career possibililies 1t 1a1are9iverse and
satisfyir1g. Your advanced degree lets you ct1oose your own.work
enviro11menl - in business. government. and. of course, 1n
academic and research settings. You can even change
environments at dillerenl points in your career: your d.egree gives
you the freedom to take control over your f wn professional life.
If you c:l1nose ar1 acade1nic setti119. you·n find !lie rewards are
considr~rable. Business school faculty are ir great d~mand and
are offer ed f1nar1cial benefit~ general!¥ gre,ter than 1n other
disciplir1cs, You choose pro1ects thal interest you and become
par! of <1 national business research netwofk. And ¥OU have the
creder1tials to dev.elop a concu1rent career: "lany bus11"1ess Pt1Ds
sC'rve ;"\S consurta11ts to corpo~atior1s . a11d gpvernment.
Baruct1 College·s business µrogram ts cons1ste11tly rated as one
or tl1e best in the nation. As part of The Cily Universify ol New
York (C:UNY) , Baruch is the only public insfilution in t;iew York
City wi!t1 business and accounlar.cy progr~rns a~~red1led by lhe
Americun Assembly al Collegiate Schools f' Business .
Selective a11rl sn1aU, the Barµ ch P• ~ O proqrarr brings together an
enroll111nnt of 120 students wi~h a doctoral laqulty_of 75. The result
is a sll1der1t·lacl1lty r<1tio that encourages lftar.n1ng and .re~earch .
The Bar11cl1 PhD program oilers specializa!ion in accounl~ng,
finance . n1a11ager11ent planni11g systems (management sc1ence).
marketing. and organization and policy slu~ies. And Baruch ·s.
Manhattan location is "?thing short of ideal - one of the world s
great corporate. education, and research crnters.
Baruch is able to offer significa11t support '? qu~lified PhD
candidates. Baruch also seeks and welcomes applicants from
under-represented minorities to increase t'1eir representalion
arnong business disciplines in the academiC community .
For more inforf~atio11 about the Pl1D progra~ in business, contact
Prof. Donald Vredenburgh. Baruch College~ CUNY .
J
17 Lexington Avenue, Box 328HU. New York, NY 10010
1
Pl1011e: (212) 725-3340.
1
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invited fo r the purpose of evaluating

Faculty

the candidates and articulating the
faculty's view of the car didates,"

Broome said.
However, Daniel Goodwin, presicontlaued from pqe 1 . ' dent of the Howard University Stu- dent Association, has been invited to
.
acob on Nov . 22 requesting that the the meeting as an observer.
Broom said that if inclement
election of a president ~ postpon-.
:d. He said he received a let.ter of weather cancels university activities,
the meeting will be resched uled for
·e sponse 12 days later on Dec. 4.
Broome reported that Jacob Tuesday at noon in the Armour J.
'wanted to be sl•re he had faculty in- Black burn Center.
· According to Broome, no canJut, but was strong on the poing of
didate is said to be favored over
ieeeping the date Dec. 16."
The total fac ulty has not been poll- another. ''Frankly, " he said, ' 'I have
!d, however, Broome does not no inkling about how this meeting
believe the rest of his colleaglies will Wi)J .RO lOf!lOTTOW .
fi nd the search committee's contention about -:ongressional testimony
''I expect a Jong debate tomorrow.
acceptable.
I do not see a favo rite going into the
''We feel lhat the interim president
meeting. ''Boone added .
should be empowered to m11ke-these
While the senate committee was
decisisons, " he said.
.
convened, the HUSA P blicy Board,
Another senate meeting is schedul- along with several other interested
eel for today during which t~e facul- s tu dents, had~ gathe red in the
ty will engage in a debate about the Blackburn Forum to make decisions
merit_s of Swygert and the other two on their own plan o f act ion regarding
candidates, Massachusetts Boar~ of t he search committee's timing .
R-egents Chancellor Frar.iklyn J~JJ.tfer ,.
Regarding an y possible acliors by
and Dr. Carlt~n P .. Alexis w.ho is cur- :1 students to delay the selection ,
rcntly the interim president at ·Broome said, ''The student s, since
H~~ard .
. .
the protest of last year, have made it
The meeting 1s of the ad.hoc com- clear that students know how {to promittee to which facult" members are ceed) ."
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HU Look contest winners
take natural path to title

•
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.
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Prices include roundtrip airfbre ;
transfers, and hotel accommodations.
$100 deposit required immed 1ate~
to reserve your space for the Bl . GEST
PARTY of the year .

.

Lori Crozier
Spttlal to The Hilltop
8)'

\

, _ Kenya Abdul-Hadi and Laneen
Anderson have the ' ' H .U. Look, ' '
· bur just what is .that ?
The Indiana State Association set
out to discover what it is with their
2nd Annual ''U Got the H.U. Look''
Contest with took pJace on the
ground floor of the Black~urn Center
just before Thanksgi ving break .
~l
Regi stration was open to any
.
•
Howard student ; 22 contestant s
, , __:J either used their own photos or had
~ . o ne taken o n locatio n. Their piCtures
.i 'were displayed fo r two days, and at
'~ ·· 4 25 cent s per vote, Howard co-eds
decided for themselves \vhcit the H.U.
Look is and who has it .
Kenya says the look is '' 100 percent n tural, ' ' a nd La neen respo nded, ''th H .U. Look is a perso n with
a look f his or her own."
The wo emerged as the contest' s
big nner and received half of all the
votes they earned .' All other contest ant s recieved 20 n.ercent of their
1
votes.
1

•

r

K

en1a Abdul

Opition QI o ne-day Sea EscaRe to
the Baha mas avai lable.
For more information· contact Lyn Ih Squires
at
-
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Macint()Sh"computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31,you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple"jMacintosh computers and peripherals.
· So now theres no reason to settle for an ordinary PC.With The
Macintosh Sale,you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.
I
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Winters
conti~ued

from page 7

Her absence continued from Nov .
20- Dec. 6, the last day of class for
the s~mester.
" I called her last Wednesday, Nov.
29, and she told me that she had just
been involved in an automoblie acci·
dent ,'' Bocage said . ''I asked her to
send me a doctor' s certificate. She
said she would do so, but I have not

•

1

"I)

•

43.C.-,
41. H_ . .
4'. Mt1al ~ ai 1 nrl
50. Al a1, ti.e

,c••t

yet received it.''

' ' This infuriates me,'' said
Winters, in one of four meetings with
the class this week.

51. A.11t1• (•blll'. , ,i.)
51. NaatJ'• llkll.•amr
53. Dettc9d

•

~,,,_...,

rlJ
?t. . . . . .

11. Foi

(91di.)

31 . . . .

34• . . , ....
35. 0. •Ito ....... , ....
J7. A.rtidl
31. N_,,_
Jt. '•b11
40. 0..
41.

<

Jtatill • ••

Ilka lo recd•e
.....
45.
...
41.

''The administration has a respon·
sibility to monitor class attendance by

Mme .,.., (ml!W,)
Nip! Won
'
s.d (.......)
A..._.,i
<

tf"achers. You are entitled to have
your instructor in class or someone
qualified to replace that instructor in
clasS. I have to apoloNze to you. You '
have ~n cheated,'' she said.

see Answen, pap 16
•

Alexis
continued from page t
ed an open and accessible
administration.
He added that he was considering
the possibility of setting aside certain
houn t:Yery' week for students who
would like to sec him individually.
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Howard niversity Resident String Quartet

allery of Art, Childers Hall

society,'· 1Alexis said.
According to Alexis, a tuk force
has already been ·ro1mmll that •

'

make rccommcndallons In the .....
concerning the dcaroc of AfrO.
centri(jity in the under1raduate
curriculum.

He also indicated the poaillllky of
establishing a doctoral .,..,.._ Ill
African-American studla.
The Wue of aJ11mni P'i'i6""""'.., or die
lack of it, was also rai""' durlaa die

session.

"We haven't been aood • thll for
rec:ommended to the Board of many reasons,'' Alexis said.
"Until we can llcvclop Ille
Trustccs tba1 open-ended presidencies
shOuid be terminated in favor of term 'Morehouse mystique.' wbicll tn
appointments as a way of keeping the their araduates feel aood .......
to
praidcnt accountable for his actions. institution, we will
about the meq:er aJ11mni n JIPllfl,••
he added.
••1r it's a four-year presidency in
Overall, many of tbc ltud 11 athc third year, the president should pressed disappoinem, nt willl die
be evaluated in terms of perform•""" tcrview session.
usins a variety of paramctcn and
Ras Barak&, one o~;e.
•11e11mcnts from constituencies the leaden of the ptolcsl,
Al 1h
president serves,'' Alexis said~
avoided st•rina wt 1
ll'
..
While dbcussini other points, had for the univc11olty.
Aln11dcfinedthemi!liQnofHoward .. "He 1avc a aood \llll&:h ..i lltl
u one of ded.iaition to the education really well in terma of wau' 1 dll
of black people in America.
questions,'' Baraka laid.
.
He addQd that it •ould be wrona
''However, I dollti tNet Ill a a 1
for Howard to have a curriculum tba1 oat with a COIJW. .
w' r
wu nonra~nsivc to-_ education thc scbc;>ol should be
..i • w
about the African exper.<oce.
he's to aet an• 15
w.
••There ia no re1ton for atvclents
••1 think be'• ri' I oa Ml a 1I I
.,...... •tina from a historically black can:cr to ....Y our·v: 111 tu au • Illa
univenltyto.bewithoutatbotouah But1111dc11bn11~to« lit 1111'*
kLD•f adeof=xf' -z.ofb'eckcoo-- in the edminiltrttioll wt'+ ....
·According to Alexis, in June, he

uesday, Dec<mber 12, 1989 4:00 p.m.
· ·-keer the Artists"

AfriCob;l,·Fromaje Exhibition
allery of Art, Childers Hall I
,

'
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ednesday, December 13, 198
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<!;hristmas Music by B/ac
· allery of Art, Childers

'
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•

usic of the
n
allery of Art, Chi

5;°'

No Admls'Sto

Tickets are bvallable in the
Office of the Dean

tribudomto.:1 a.cuhure.anand be• a put of for a
all tbal Is ~to ._...n...,..ary llaraka addo ~-

•
•

•

,.

11111 •'
•

1"
'

•

•

•
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'

FRIDAY. DECEMBER B. 1969

Hilltopics

•

St•••'''· Foc.tty, Staft
T., :::raid for uUd

eM •

tex1took1 wit+!

••••• ••••••
TIM Joaal(TAJ
look Set'k•
722-0701 .

S JJ art o St••••t E~''''""'"""'""
I
llSIARCH PAPIRS

11322 Idaho Ave.

206-SN Los Angeles, CA 90015· Custom research
olso available-OH levels.

Tl-IE CENTER FOR PREPROFESSIONAl.) Eot.itA TION
IS OfFERING TEST PREPARATION FOR THE MCA T.
GMAT, GRE. ETC. CALL 636-723! FOR MORE

INfORMA TION .

The following students need 10 report to !he Office of Student A{t1v1ties. room 115 Blockburn
Center as soon as possible to pick up your personalized copy· of the 1989 BISON- Lilting As We
Ch mb
L1so Smith. Venus B1v1ns. Clezel Sewell . Eny{e
Vaugh n, Sha wn W1l'.;On, Fricke Yoong , Kevin Chappell, Marlo Merchant, Bun11 Rutter

For all California students ond oihers attending the
Loker gome, the bus will leove H .U. al 6 :00 p.m ..
on Dec. 9th .

•

Be One of the Highest Paid Poht1cal Ac11v1sts 1n the
Country
Stop the Ozone depletion! Earn $ 1000' over w inter
break Cleon Worer Action is h1r1nQ ort1culate.
motivored, lu tvre-or1ented poht•col leadership.
Course credit ovo1I Career opportun111es olso on
op11on Coll 547· l 196

THE DATING SOLUTION
Don' t be alone for the holidays. Meer ihot spec1ol
someone-now . Co!I 970-8989-0n l~ .95/min.

UITIM TO WHIC lAM U0 HOWARD STU-

DENT RADIO!!

Attention! All Compu1 Pals

WllTI FOi Ml-Word Piocesllng Service

The Compos Pals will hove their pictures token for
yearbook Sat Dec 4 at 5 40pm sharp 1n Bla<;kburn
Center. Be on 11mel

Tet,1'1 Papen, Resumes. Monusc r1pt$onything on_d

evfjrything. Pick-up o,nd Delive
Ava ilable
Weekends . Rush. Contact : Eydie h1tt1ngton 01
(202) 889-3055 .

l .

Atten!•on Al l Hilltop Staff Members
(reporters.
!.e'Cre!ar1es_ photographers, and editors)
The Beto l(appo Chi No!ional Sc1enlif Honor Society will hold its lnductK>n Ceremonte:S Dec . 11. 1969, • The Hilltop staff prcture for !he organ1zot•onal section cl the yearbook will be 01 5 00 pm 1n the
at 5:00 p .m. 1n the Undergroduote Library Room
Bloc~burn Center Be punctual! The annual stoff
l · 4 1. All Inductees must attend a~d know SKX
party
•viii be held 01 The H1ll!op ot 6pm
rnoteriol . Any questions co\1 To1kus Westbr
at

332-35"4 .

To 'T1Y A lpho Sweetheort s•sters (Ko ren. Kesha.
Den.se ond Y\et1e).
Together we wenr lor 11 ond got 111 ond together
we shell keep '' go•ng on I
Kee-Koo
A l1c1a
1
P-.S IA'e ore rhe F"~STll

The Beto Kappo Chi NotlOllol Honor Soc.ety will
toke its group picture for The 81'.;0ii Yea rboot. on
Sot . Dec. 9, 1989 ot 1·00 p.m_ i

.....

INNOVATIVE
CREATIVE
BEHIND THE SCENES

fALl SEMINAR

't

I

To my endearing sisters of rhe Alpho Sweetheorl
Court Fall ' 8~
ITs been fun · Mo1 •ve con t•nue re' '"Hol d up the
L'ght
love ya lots.
Koren W
Kee-K oo

TOPIC:
SPORTS & ~NTERT Al ~M ENT PR
. DATE : SATURDAY. D~CEMSe;'R 2!. 1989
;~ TIME :
10 A .M .·5 PjM .
PLACE :
THE
BLACKBUR
CE;rfR
AUDITORIUM
· COME HEAR THE INSIDE STORY Ot'jl EN TERT INMENT AND SPORTS PR FROM FIR REPRESEN TATIVES FROM :
THE. COSB'fi,. SHOW. GSTREET EXPRESS, DEMINSIONS UN~IMITED AND
OTHERS.
~

t •'

•

To the debono1re brothers of Alpha Ph1 Alp ha.
Thanks for oi\ow1ng us !O become o port of your
dynamic B"Of=k and Gold family_ With your con.r1nued LOVE SUPPORT (lfld RESPECT. we will continue to Thrive!
Love
Kesh a Karen. Alicia ond Denise
A-Sweets Foll ·so

I

IU1LD FIMAHCIAL
IHDIPEHDIHCE ..;
With our successful progrom, grow ps fa·s1 a~ you
Send ~f-odd ressed enveloPe for free 1n1
forrnotion .
71036 Wosh ington , D
'20024
. Or call 20'2-"88-9'2b0.

•

~re .

•

ao..

Students interested 1n Pro1ect 2<Xl0. meet 1n front
of Blockburn ol B:OO o .m. on Dec. 9th .

The Advent1st Community
a1 Howard
will be meeting
Friday, December 8, 1989
Refreshments will be served 6 p.m.
•
Blockburn CenTer
Ovr lost meeting will be December 15, 1989

The Undergroduate Library will be opened 24 hoo~
stort1ng Sunday Dec . 10. 19B9 ond 1! w1!1 close Friday Dec 15, 19B9 01 B oOOpm Ir will reopen Saturday Dec.16 ct 8 :00am and close ot B:OOpm IT will
reopen Dec. 17 01 12 noon ond close 01 1'2 m1ndn1gh1 Thursday Dec. '21. 1969. Shuttle service will
open to oil rt,e dorm1tor1es and the Howard Plozo,
see 1he lobror1ons for schedule 1nformo11on.

free Hotline-800-351-0222 . Or. rush S2 00
Research Assistance

Colilornio Clvb pictvres for the yeorbook will be
taken ot 2:00 p.m. in room G-6 in Blockbvrn on
Dec. 9th .

0

19,278 IO choose from-a ll sub1ec ts
Order Cotalog today with VISA / MC or COD. T-011

to:

Bike for Sole.
Men's Fu1• 1'2-speed excellent cond1 t1 on . S200
negotiable. Coll 5B4-655'2

c

Atten!,on Campus

Students: If you have any complo 1~1s obout Profess()( Ghorthey (Macro Econ, Money & Bon~1ng)
Of w ith his~class, coll Vegas 01 48P-0355!

The Campus Pals

~o ls

'"'I! hove their picture token

the 1990 yearbook on Saturday. Dec

P-'11·

VIRH & S. MO N.OOUCTIONS
PltlSlNT THE
IND Of SCHOOL THROWDOWN
OH SAT. DICIMIER 9, 1989
f:OO PCA UMTIL
..

M

Q

for
at 5 40

sha~p• Please be puoctua\

'\II 1nd1v1duols interested 1n Pro1ec1 2000. !he ne~t

1ro n1ng session w1U 1o ~e piece tomorrow .
December 9 from 9 00 a. m - l 2 00 p m.. a! Ston1on Elementary School. A ll in te rested 11-,d1v1duols
o•e oskcd t9 mee1 ori front of BIOckbvrn Cen ter at
6 30 a_m

AT

CHAPTER Ill
$t.00 Wl11I FLYEI IEli~ORE -.
11:.JO PM ONLY
INfO:
SIAM OR VERN 34-3842

The Col1forn1a Clvb wo<.1ld hke to thank oil members
who attended !he loll '89 meetings.
All Col·forn1a Club members ore 1n~• ted to the
Cal1forn10 Club m•>.er on Dec 8th For info coll
23 4. 384 2 / 669-9343 / 66 7- 77 52

Indiana Clvb p1ctvre December 9th.' 5·00 p In 1n
Blocllburn room 148/ 1SO_:

To
If the 111ll••lllt ii da11d bt ca:111e of lnc...,..,11
w1a:ll• Friday, the faculty will meet Tunifoy ·
ot MHM' In the Blackbum Center.

HOUSE FOR RENT
IDEAL FOR ORGANIZATION OR
GROUP OF FRIENDS
185'2 5th STREET
Roomy house in choice location new revovot1on .
Seven bedrooms, two ond one-holf baths, CAC.
washer ond dryer. Available .Jonvary Isl. S275-375
Room plus utilities. '298-0527 .
For Rent:
1 Sunny 4br house two blocks from compus. I 1h
ba!h . Mod_ kitchen . W/D. Renovated N ot your
lyp1col D .C. house. Coll 265-6213 .

lOIS
SPRING BREAK 1990-lndividvol or student
organ1zat1on needed to promote our Spring Breck
trips. Eorn money, free 1rips and valuable work experience. APPLY NOWll Call lnrer-CalT)pus
Programs: 1-800-~'27-6013.
Challenging experience! ytorking wilh autistic individvols 1n residential setting in f.-\ontgomery Covnty. flt or pit. Call 762-1650 .
This Breok, Work for a Change: Citizen Action
is h1r1ng full-time oct1vis!s to do commvnity education on environmental issues. Fight ozone depletion ond the greenhouse effect. S275-350/wk. Earn
holidoy cash or start a career. 775-0370.
JOBS AVAICABLE
DAYS. EVENINGS, WEEKENDS. WE CLEAN THE
OLD FASHION WAY . $5.00 per koor plus carfare.
Colt Condy with yovr schedule. After l p.m. daily. 83'2-4'293 .

Female wonted to shore house w11h two others.
Neer Slowe Holl. W /W carpeting, fully furnished,
cenlrol A/C , microwave, washer. dtyt!r. Ava1loble
immediately. Call George :
7'23-4646 .
"

PERSONALS
My Sorors of Zele Phi Beto,
Study well for finals. Remember. scholarship is one
of our precepts .
Love·.
7-A~89

Robin Odom and Tra<;ey Hill,
Whatever ''happens," Thanks for yovr support!
Katrino Patrick

Ko ren,
Thanks for oil your support ond love during ttle
pas t few weeks . A-Swee!!
'

Students
continued from _page 1

lo~

Pooh.
When I think of all the wonderful times tho! you
and I have shared, I foll in love w ith yov al] ovt.r
ogo1n .

Mole ·Student wonted to shore large house with
other student 5 blocks 10 Howard. 4 blocks to RI
Averiue Metro. '202-723- 5336 . S250 1nclud1ng
ut1h t1es.

To:
819 Eyes
I love you more than peg,rui! butter and 1elly_
The First

Female needed to shore 3 bedroom opt . for spring
sememsier 1n Silver Spring, MD. Rent S292 . Coll
Ton•. 588-5415 .

Congrotulot1ons Kenyo Abdul - Hod1 ond Loneen
Ander'.;On. '89 w•nners of "The H . U. Look Contest." Thanks to oi l of the por11c1ponts

For Rent
$450 o mon th plus oi l ut1ht•es ond electr1c1ty . Free
pork1ng One bedroom . one bath . Five minutes
oway in Tokomo Pork. MD CoU 270-'2916 or
797-19 42

Hey H ill Phi Toppers,
!t hos really been reol-you know . Through the ups
and downs ond oil the 1n betweens, l Th in k we've
had o very produc11ve yeor . I love you oll Le1·s
be more leom-mo11c nexl semester, 0 K.
Cover 2 Cover

ROOMS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATE LY
HISTORIC LE DROIT PARK
NEWLY RENOVATED
LOCATED ON HOWARD UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
DESIRE MATURE STABLE STUDENTS
CALL
('202) 727-6310 DAYS OR 882-8620

Sr'"iey P.
You were looking mighty fly w ith thar new ho1rcu t Have a Merry Chr+stmas ond don't breok too
mony heort s bock in Coli.
(See-you f1nolly got your Hilllop1c)

Koren, Al1c10, Yve tte. Denise:
Congrats to you beout1fvl illustrious women of The
Alpha Sweetheart Courl Fall 1989 . Kee-Kool I
Love,
Kesha

To:
81g Eyes
Thanks for taking core of -me when I wos sick
Your number Ill child
·

HOUSING FOR RENT
Four bedroom apartment with torge kitchen .
Renovated !hree yeors ago ond 1n excellent cond111on. Conveniently locorcd close 10 compvs 01 Second Sr and Rhode lslond Ave . Friendly all Howard
U_ Student b1.11ldrng . On si1e laundry S1,000 per
monl h plus ut1lit1es Coll 387-5555 .

The College of Fine Arts is sponsoring o Spring
Breck rr1p to Paris Fi;once! AH interesled persons
should conta<;t the HU Art Department ~
636-7047

You Know Who

Most Wonted (al1os M .M .),
TOUR ESCORT AD
We ha ve you sported ond I've been outhor1zed !O
Ma!vre sophomores, 1un~. sen~. and grodvate
give you o night-out. ond breakfos1 1n bed
students to serve os company represen1011ves ond
B3
rol e models for eleml!inlory lo h<~h school oge
students on educo11onol field trips. Mus! be
Bomb1,
avotlable l 10 2 lull days o week, Monday through
Why don't you come to my neck of !he w: , l'lt
Friday, between Apri l to June ond October to
~ show you how cooze a cove con be
December . $55- S100 per doy plus travel benef1ls.
B3
363 -'2409 .

FOR RENT

HILL PHI TOP

To Cornbread Brown.
This semester hos beeh especially hoppy for me
becouse you ond I become friends
Scoop
Newswor t hy
This wos w ritten afte r your flood of H1ll1opics I
am tempted to reveal to the world your comprom1s, 1ng pos111on with Doniel ond the Koda<;k Mon. bu1
I th ink you do o good 1ob of slandering your no me
yourself .
Rev . RJX
And the new 2217 Posse

'

Kesho

'

'

'

ed the ' Dec. 16th date for the final
Jor1no
selection because it is in the middle.
Thanks for being my friend.
of final examinations.
Brown Poto1oe
[Dr. Marion Mann, administrative
Mo mo.
director o( the search committee, said
You moke me smile when I l ed hke crying_
Thursday, the Board of Trustees
moved the date forward in order to
A ngelo
Congra1s on l1n1sh1ng your undergroduore gool .
have a permanent leader of the
Best w1~hes for the ne.11;t tosk: groduote school.
university before Howard's CongresSkee-Ph1!
sional hearings begin in January:
Alonza
where issues such as the university.apCongrotukrtions to the newly coronoted 1989 1 propiation, bond issues for building
Alpha Sw..t+ieatt Court.
prOjects and the 50 percent increase
Your coronot1on program wos tr uly 1nspir1ng. We
for international students would be ·
hope you will continue to distinguish yovrselves os
discussed.)
women who will be commi tted to holding up the
Darrin Gayles, the undergraduate
hghi of our fraterni ty .
The Brothers
trustee, said that if studer1ts were really concerned about the selection pro14-A-68
cess, more of them would have been
'
present during the interviews. __
Despite our new understanding, I hove The weirdest
fee!rng Tha t nothing will ~ver chonge with you, but
'' I felt' that ·students should have
I'm holding vp my end of the deol and will be "cormade adjustments to their schedule
dial
W~ere ore you?
to attend the interviews. Students
The No1rob1 Not1ve
have mi~ed cla~s for less impor1ant
things," Gayles said.
Donna
Although only a few studepts were
Corn chips a1en'1 everything There are lots more
th>ngs tho! you could give Thor ! might not be.quick present at rhe interview sessions.
to~ refuse
H USA Presidenl Daniel Good\\i1said, ''We cannot wait and wait and
Anedro
wait until all the Students get behind
En1oy your time 1n Ooktown. Coll before you leave
us because it (the changing of the
Srck 1n Sonsohto
date] might not happen.
Jennifer.
''A lot of people fall short and
So you wont my 1ob huh? Thanks for the cord ond
think that the protest is ovrr, but the
the coo kies . I think I coul d put in a good word for
protest hasn't died. It still continues.
yov wrlh the 1992 Hilltop ~oHcy Board
· It lives within everything )'OU do and
l..
.
everything you participate in,,, . he
See you 01 the mov•es ron•ght;
said . · ·

•

'

ATTENTION
'
•

•

'

Un~ergraduate Library
Special Final ~xam Hours

Send a special holiday $16
$30
gift to your favorite
Howard alumni or friend.

per semester (in U.S .A,)
oe- semester (overseas)
Send to:
The HilltGp
2212 4th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20059

***Give a'subscription to The Hilltop *** . ·

OPEN- 24 HOURS**

This

•

Sunday, Dec. 10, 1989 open noon
through
Friday, l;)ec. 15, 1989 closing at 8 p.m. ,

'

•

a

political advertisement
•

I

•

•IS

•'

•

There is something really fishy going on: somebody, or a group of
bodies have already decided who Howard University's next President will be. The faculty, alumni, staff, students have been led to
believe that they were apart of th.e selection process. Below is a few
questions for your careful consideration:

'

Saturday, Dec. 16-8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
I

•

Sunday, Dec. 1l -open noon
through
"Th.-rsday, Dec. 21 midnight

•

I

..

.

•

..

•

'

•

'

•

Did You Know: There is an administrative conspiracy to choose the next !-resident of Howard
University? ·
·
·
Did You Know: Former President Cheek really hasn' t left office-he is actually there in
the form of a clone: Interim President Carlton P. Alexis •
Did You Know: Executive V.P. Dr. Alexis passed the buck to Cheek in his recent interview
with the students by saying, ''I played a passive role duiring the protest?~·
Did You Know: Dr. -Alexis gave the order for the Police/ S.W.A.T. team to get students
out of the A-buUdlng?

•

Did You Know: This Is the same man who wants lo be the next Pre'sident of Howard
University?
•

'

•

•

•

Dr. Cheek , like Ronald Reagan , has put In place a mad machine designed' to carry out his polices long after

h'e Is gone. This Is only comparable to the recent Supreme Court decisions. where because of Reagan's

legacy, the conservative monster that he left in place still reigns . This Is l~e threat that we face . Will Howard
I

-

•

tie buses. Please see a librarian for the
special schedule.

University's mission In the 1990's be Lee Atwaterlsm or will our mission P" guided by new, fresh . and vibrant
leaderst'tlp? Dr. Garlton P. Alexis has been at the University for over twenty years-can we teach an old dog
new tricks?
·
•
Organizational Meeting:
December 12. 1989
. 6:00p.m.
Blackbum

1

'.

•

'.

•

'

